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PADUCAH DAILY  REGISTER.
:jRtster, Las eta), awn
7' Standard. Est April 11.4
PA.DITAH, KY., THURSDAY MORNING, FEBRUA.RY14 1907
:IRON FURNACE
MAY BE SOLO
TWO PARTIES ARE NEGOTIAT-




MAY BE OFERATED HERE
VOL. 23, N111113ER 25,3
an effort to secure congression
al leg-
live that the president is 
making THAW TRIAL 
'THIEVING FEVER 
„ONDURAS FEARS INVASION.
islation Chat will exclude the 
Jap-
anese coolie tabor from this 
country.
While nothing definite is known 
to-
night as to what agreement, AA any,
will be reached at the whit 
ouse
conference tomorrow, It can be s
tat-
ed authoritatively that 
Mayor
Schmitz has notified the presiden
t
4ii the San Francisco Japanes
e and
Korean exclusion league that 
under
I lie consideration will he and h
is asso-i
'dates yield one point on the 
question




President Bonilla Says Nicaragua
IS STOPPED BROKE LOOSE 
Has Armed Force on
Frontier.
Panama, Feb 13—The following dis-
patch from President Bonilla of Hon-
duras, was in reply to a message
asking for the Honduran side of the
actual eonflIct with Nicaragua. The
niessage is dated Tegucigalpa, Feb.
11, and says:
"Nicaragua is concentrating a con-
siderable armed force upon ahe iron-
err of Honduras• without having
I ON ACCOUNT OF SERIOUS ILL- *UCH PILFERING AND STEAL-NESS OF JUROR BOL- ING GOING ON AROUNDTOWS WIFE. THE CITY.
AND MAY BE MOVE!, Mayor Schm
itz and his associates
stand ready to rescind the schoo
l
Lards order establishing the or
ien-
tal schools and to again acithlt the
Japanese to the white schools, pro
-
vided the president can give emir-
Pace that in the near future he can
seevre congressional legislation or
heaotiate a treaty with the Tokio
yevernment whirls win exclude the
colic laborers from the United
i States. If an agreement is 
reached
Iat todtorro
w's conference ,it will be
:in this basis.
MR. 1. NORTON OF IRONTON,
OHIO, MADE THOROUGH
INSPECTION TUESDAY.
Mr. L. D. Harris of Detroit, Mich.,
Represents Parties Who Will
Operate It Here If They Buy.
•,)eals are on *evading the old iron
(artifice property at Third and Nor-
ton streets, and si one prospective
pu etlaser buys the plant it will hi,nori ,
d to Virginia for operation, while
if another purchase, it will be oper
rued where it now stands. The men
whose people will most it to %Pit
:Ulna. if they buy, were here and in -
peeled the furnace, leaving yesterday
morning. %slide those Who will °Fier-
Ate it here ii they buy have not yet
hems here.
Mr. J. Norton of Irouton. Ohio,
arrives' Tuesday and mode a thor-
*nigh inspection of the furnace which
fie pronounced in fairly good condi-
tion. what there is left of it. He said
he was in the iron and foundry busi-
ness at Ironton. but aesociates of his
IR Virepinis wanted the Paducah plant,
arid he came here for them to make
'he in./section and ascertain in wluit
eginclition the plant was. and what he
stiostunt it was worsh. lie *toyed here
only one stay. spending several hours
.ogne over the city, and expressed
himself as greatly pleased with wha
Pith/cab.be had seen of na  it bei hie
first visit here. He announced that he
%soled inform his associates that the
/ iiirnace was worth a certain sum to
thm belies 'es and be eori they would
close a deal for They are tiegn-
taasist direct with the Louis par- !
ties. who own it.
Attorney Dennis alocquot is the
local'reoreeentative for the people
• ermine. the fuynace. and be has had
considerable correspondence with ?Jr I
T.. D. Harris of Detroit. Mich.. isle.
wants to purelia‘e the place. if he can
eel kat a certain fihtire. The laurver
has not heard arts-thine from Mr
taseiss for some days. but the latter
earl if Ile and those with him buy
they will run the plant here.
The furnace was built fifteen years
ago but was never run except for
about wannths five years ago when
Captain Pell of Akron. Ohio, came
here and started it. He turned out
much iron and prospects were for a
euecessful plant, but finally Or
cuisine • ran low, creditors closed in
otr-hine Ind the place was closed
down. Since then not a v.heel hes
tented.
Norton cad while here that
thc Vireinia pole* tb which they
• will move the industry, _if they but
4, it. is ttf the center of 2 good iron
fieid. 'and those ateoliating for it
were torberieneed neoole in the line.
• end. of ;treat wealth. The result of
his- inivection will fict be known for
-.leveret ei•chke
AG1REEMENT IN SIGHT IN
JAPAN SCHOOL
MATTER
Legistaltjein Will Be Sought to Ex-
'cinde Coolie Labor From
This Country.
Washington. Feb. te.—That the
han Francisco school question will
he settled tomorrow is the general
oisiniott rift official circles tonight.
Mayor Schmitz and his associates re-
ceived a message from the president
today 'saying that he desired to con-
fer with them at the white 'house
again at 243 o'clock tomorrow -after-
noon- Secretary Root had a king
conference with Speaker Cannon at
the caPitol today, and while both
declined toefalk, it is the genera/ be-
lief that Me question was discussed.
Ti is admitted at the Japanese em-
leasay tonight that representa
ban, earlating0 between the
Japanese ambassador, Viscount Aoki.
:tied Secretary Root. but the. nature of
these communications is kept a sec-
ret.
Seeretery Root's conference with
Sneaker -Cannott leads the membirs
cot/arias from California to lw
Lenten ,Worship.
'1 his afternoon at 4:30 o'clock. and
tomo Pew eidening 7te0 o'clock
Lenten worship will be held at Grace
church. Yesterday morning and again
last evening, worship was held there.
Through Lent mass will be held
at 7 o'clock in the morning every
day at St. Francis de Sales, and ev-
enina worship each Wednesday and
Friday night at 7:30 o'clock.
Salvation Army Permanent.
The Salvation arm! has now es-
tablished itself here permanently, hav-
ing leased the zao Broadway build-
ing, the first floor' of which is used
for the refigious services and the
second story for office quarters.
Church Entertainment.
The Methodist church ladies and
Sunday school of Lone Oak will give
a Valentine party this evening at the
home of Mrs. A. M. Ragsdale of that
section.
atodo.ttlye ter% .1040 Broad-
4Are-aP to the circui
t
cou e case wherein he was fined
$50 and costs for selling whiskey
without a license in the police court.
He contends that when he tendered
his money and asked for a license the
first of this month, that was tacitly a
grant for him to sell.
shall Bryae N Fourth t, eta orth ur:
only a day or two a part:
-Mrs. Pinkerton remained at Ghent
end a letter received yesterday from
her by her daughter. Miss Gertrude,
anitounces that Dr. Pinkerton's
mother is greatly improved. She has
been seriously ill also. Mrs. Pinker-
tor will be at Ghent some days yet.
NAVAL APPROPRIATION
BILL IS CONSIDERED
In the House Twenty Pages Being
D spots d of in Committee of
the Whole.
ashingttai, Feb. 13.—After the
passage of a number of bills by tinan-
nauue consent. the 'house today re-
solved itself into a committee of the
whole to consider the naval appro-
priation bill.
A rramber of recommendations of
the naval appropriations committee
on points of order were eliminated
front the bill.
The army appropriation hill and
fcrtifications bill, andd the omnibus
light house bills were sent to confer.
cites.
The house adjourned When it had
completed twenty pages of the naval
DIVINE RESUMED
HIS REVIVALS
REV. W. H. PINKERTON RE-
TURNED TO CARTHAGE,
MO., FROM GHENT.
Worship Being Held at Catholic and
Episcopal Churches--Other
Denominational News.











TAKEN By ROBBERS mede n declaration o f War. Wt are . BEST FROM BS BATCN
assured an invasiott will take place
soon. Honduras is ready to repel
New York, Feb. 13.—The 
the movement.'
of the wife of one of the jurors in
the Thaw case today caused the ad-
journmeut of the morning session.
• Mrs. Joseph B. Bolton, the wife of
juror No. 11, is said to be threatened
with pneumonia, and some apprehen-
itton is felt lest her illness may seri-
ously.interfere with the trial. Mr)
Bolton asked permission of Justice
Fezgeeald by telephone early this
morning to visit his home in com-
pany two court officers, and it was
geanted. lie fives far out on the Bos-
ton road, in the Bronx, and had not
returned to the criminal court build-
ing at toem, the itme for court- to
Action Taken.
Mr. Jerome made the formal mo-
tion in court, stating the reason for
his action, and Justice Fitzgerald said
that under the circumstances the
ne.-ning session would be abandoned
to await the return of the juror.
Thaw was not brought into court.
He remained in the prisoner's pen.
I where he had a long chat with his
wife.
Mr. Peabody of the defendant's
counsel said this morning it was the
urpose of the defense to have Dr.
P. I). Evans, the expert who testified
on yesterday that Thaw was insane
S at the thne of killing Stanford White
end for several months subsequent
Iii the homicide, take the stand
ahen court is convened. Dr.
T. vans will be followed by Mrs.
Harry Thaw, who, in view of the
li•oader foundation- of the prison-
er's insanity laid by the experts, will
be asked to conclude her story. Mr.
Jerome had objected to her doing so
en the ground that what she had to
say is as permissible only after the
aciendant was shown by competent
testimoni to haie been ef unseend
mind.
DEER HAVE BECOME A PEST
Pet Herd Multiplies and Being Un-
cared For Overruns Farms
Shelby, Iowa, Feb. te.—People ef
Rev. tVii 11. Pinkerton treturned 
:his town and farmers in the sur-
iiorn Ghent, Ky., to Carthage. Mo.. 
rounding country are facing a problem
aril resumed his revival meeting at 
which eventually may have to be
the latter point where he was con- 
taken to the legislature for sdlution.
ducting the protracted meeting when 
Three years ago W. B. Cupk. the
called to Ghent last week by the 
owner of a herd of twenty pet deer.
death of hi, wife's father, who was 
died, making no provision in his will
shortly followed to the rave by mee. for the care of
 the animals. His heirs
since have permitted the deer to run
Pinkerton'e mother, the couple dying at large and to make their "own liv-
ing." They have multiplied rapidly
and the herd now numbers nearly too
It is now a common sight in Shelby
to see deer grazing on the commons
and strolling leisurely about the
streets, attracting the attention of
strangers by their graceful antics.
But, the people of Shelby and vicinity
have ceased to look with favor uponthe 
graceful and fleet-footed animals.
They complain that the deer raid
their erchards and gardens in the
surrunsr and their straw stacks in the
winter.
The law fOrbids the killing of the
animals and all the indignant farmers
and householders can do is to "shoo"
thorn off their grounds. It 14 said to
be the purpose of people living here
to petition the legislature either to
permit the slatighter of the animals
or to make some other disposition of
them, as they allege that in their
present protected and prolific state
they soon will overrun the country






Treasurer of Savings Bank in Con-
necticut is Missing.
1
New Britain, Conn.. Feb: 13.---A
high officer of the Savings Bank of
New Britain states that there is a big
shortage in the accounts of William
F. Walker, the missing treas." of
the bank, lad that the banhillreown
officers up to noon had discovered a
shortage of Steo,o0o. The examina-
tion of the bank's affairs will be con-
tinued, and the o ccrs say that doubt-
less the shortage will be found to he
mach larger.
An-efficer of the bank said that
elision of loans of $rnoo.otio 'had been
eitioaea,e,
-0 THE
SMITH & COLMAN STORE 
It is said President Zelaya of Nice-
ON NORTH SIXTH. 
meta will oppose intervention by the
United States,
The Americap steamer Barraeoeta
left here three days ago loaded with
The Authorities Are Under Impres-
sion That Well Organized Gang
Is Operating.
If seems a "thieving fever" has
Wreck the pilferers of this city within
the past few weeks, as every night
or two some place is broken open or
theft is committed in other form, un-
til the police department has become
considerably aroused and orders have
beets issued to closely %latch every
suspicious character noticed prowl-
ing around at night.
The latest victim is the Smith &
Coleman saloon and grocery of Sixth
and Finks. streets. Tnestiey the pro-
prietors discovered that the night be-
fore eonteone broke into the estab-
lishment and made a good raid, taking
many gaoceries, whiskies, liquors
,
cigars, etc. The prop used to keep
closed the door on the Finley street
side of the building was knocked
down anti entrance effected in this
manner.
The detectives have worked up the
case atere the independent 0...phone
?unmanly was robbed of about Soo
feet of lead cable for overhead wires,
but the company refused to get out
warrants, fearing the CaSt VC-Ottld not
atk.ene
company had t,000 feet of the
lead cable wrapped around one of the
holtt spools and, stored on the plat-
forty of the old freight depot at Trim-
isle jietweat, Fifth-ewe '
The )inernialt used aoo feet of it, lea*
in Soo feet. The detective( learned
that the thasves haw .a certain man
to tk ijs wagon to the platiorm.
load the cable and haul it to a ceftain
place where it was out in a fire and
melted into a solid block, which was
then sold to dealers. Convinced it
was their cable. but fear;ng a question
of legal identification may arise with
the metal reduced to one heap, the
telephone people would not get out
the warrant for the suspected patties.
The theit happened a week or•two
ago and the detectives have just un-
raveled the case.
The authorities are now working
on several more thefts and burglaries
that occurred within the past week,
and which they are keeping quiet until
they nib the guilty, who are under
surveillance.
Many places have been broken into
recently and the officers thooght they
had broken up the practice when they
arrested the gang of five boys, who
confessed to burglarizing many estab-
lishments, with Bert Roberts as their
leader, but these chaps have been
taken to the state reform school at.
Lexington, and still the depredations
continue.
The officers are of the opinion a
hold and well organized gang ot
thieves are carrying on the operations
and suspicion points to a number of
'river rats who have been noticed me-
in different sections during the late
hones of night and morning.
Detective Moore exneeted to leave
yesterday with Bert Roberts for the
reform institution, but business de-
tained the shieth. who does not know
lust exactly when he will get away.
PROFANITY CAUSES STRIKE
Workmen Object to Expert's Lan-
guage and Tie Up Street Railway.
Baltimore, Md., Feb. r3.—The
worlarien in the street railway power
house here have gone on strike, tying
up all the lines, air a protest against
The Profanity ad experts from New
York who are putting up machinery.
received from hank presidents aft over
the country, but so far the New
Britain bank has plenty of Timmy.
e disappearance of Treasurer
alks7 occurred soon after Bank Ex-
aminer Kendall, of Windsor Locks,
made a visit to the bank last 'Thurs-
day. -At that time Mr. Walker said
that lie wanted to be excused from
working, as he felt ill, and ttrat he
would be at' the bank later. Ifa did
not appear again, and early the next
mornine went to New Vnrk•
ar material for President Zelaya,
EARLY SPRING.
First Signs of It Seems to Be On
Hand At Present, But It
Will Not Last.
The merchants believe if this kind
of weather keeps up long they will
have to commence shelving their win-
ter goods at once, and begin bringing
down the spring stock, but this warm
condition is not expected to last
longer than a few days.
The farmers fear that warm spent
ef this kini stray cents- and last long
enough to bring the bads mit on the
fruit trees, and then suddenly a cold
period comes and lulls the buds,
thereby cutting short the fruit crop.
The weather is certainly not sea-
sonable for this period of the year,
and is in keeping with the odd kind of
elements that have prevailed most all
of the winter, execept during the past
three weeks wheat it was pretty bad.
—Sunerintendent J. H. Holland of
The Columbia Construction company
is confined ...:.`• nvalarial fever at
Riverside hospital. MEN
BE ABLE TO
MRS. LAWRENCE RASOR RE-
COVERING FROM OPERA-
TION EFFECTS
Mrs. Bertie Campbell Was Conscious
This Morning and Much Bet-
ter—Other Sick People,
Mrs. Lawrence Rasor .ntinues
steadily improving In her private
ward at Riverside hospital wheie she
was operated on last week for mas-
t Adonomy. She will be moved Sun-
clay from the institution to their
home at Sixth and Harrison streets.
1 he little girl of Mr. and Mrs.
Gerdner Gilbert is quite ill with la-
grippe at the Platterson -home on
Jefferson near Fifth street.
Word from Paris, Ky., is that Dr.
Ernest Stevens is slowly improving
from the severe attack of typhoid
fever with which he has been con-
fired for several weeks past.
Mr. E. R.ehkopi continues confined
'with law-lime and neuralgia at his
home on Washington street.
Mrs. iBertie Campbell regained con-
sciousness yesterday and was Seine
v,-hat improved this morning, al-
though not out of danger yet.
Deputy Sheriff Gus Rogers was
able to be out yesterday after a tus-
sle with lageippe.
Mr. Robert Williams daily grows
better at his home whtire he has been
sitifering from stomach. trouble for
about five weeks.
Mrs. 011ie Elliott yesterday went
to Woodville to attend the bedside
of her father-in-law, Dr. C. A. El-
liott, who is in a serious condition
with infirmities produced by ad-
vanced age.
Cashier Thomas Baker of the First
Netional bank was able to be at his
of6ce yesterday after a several day's
confinement with lagrippe at their
home on North Ninth.
The condition of Mr. Ashley Rob-
hason grows worse at his home on
Clay near Tenth street.
ENTIRE BOARD MEETS AS CAU-
CUS COMMITTEE OP
WHOLE TUESDAY.
Professor Shrierttet Cenfitted With
Aggravated Attack of La Grippe
Aca4atrit.31140TV Affair.
As they want
board to have '114 Ptiselr: 
school
gtheo
new superin is to take
charge of the cit.? cols next Sep-
tetnber, the committee on course a
study has asked president Anthony
List to call all the trustees isto priv-
ate caucus next Tuesday evening, to
go ores the applications for that posi-
tion. that are to be submitted theirs.
The committee on course, or study,
composed of three trustees with Men,-
her ,Peter Y. Reekenbach as chairman,
always recommend to the entire board
what teachers and others shall he
chosen for positions in the public edu-
cational institutions of this city. This
committee met several nights ago and
went over the twenty-five applications
put before them by different educators
of ahe country over...who want to be-.
come superintendent of the school's
and supersede Mr. Lir+ ahoie ser-
vices will be di with this stam-
mer. The e ttee scanned every
application and recommendations very
closely, and threshed out the volume
uptil they had left only ten .witons
they think suitable for the place. The
cernamitteti will have all the twelve
trust eig to meet as a committee of
the wiroic next Tuels, r.iztakikifyol
116 TIA0.1141e1
an talve•r n and take out tt
lour r live witans 'they think will
he all right for the superintendency.
To each of these wall he sent letters
informing them that they are one of
the five front which fhe new superin-
tendent will be •ehoserti and asking
each of them to come here itt person
so the trustees can see them individ-
ually and ascertain if be is the one
they mac to elect. After ...the appli-
cants visit here the trustees will then
make their choice. Asei# take
sometime echdo this the probabilitiee
arc the board win not be able to take
up the question of eiecting the man.
at the March nicetinst, as originally
intandcd. If progress is made faster.
than present indications point to and
the, selection can be made at the
March gathertur. it will be drina.
Intanictor Is
Professor Shrieves, the science in-
structor of the high scheol tkpart-
lment. take-- ill yesterdov with
La grippe.and is confined abed in hie
room at Ho 'g, It will be the
last of this fore he is able ne
'o"-'s- Ont. nenrfincr which time others




The eighth and ninth grades at St.
Mary's Academie on Pith and Mon-
Toe streets enjoyed a delightful social'
Tuesday aftertion at the building. A
nice protium was rendered. and then
all the Class students spread goon one
Large tatife, in indoor picnic manner,
the temPtill$1.- basket Innehes
 each
brought with them. All then en-
joyed the fine same,' which com-
prised many deur-eines,eienenie-
-
—Mrs. Edward W. Wheeler, wife of
the T. C. tinner at 727 South Thir-
teenth, Was ippiligr, slipper Tuesday
evening when . e issuing into the
kitchen from the bedroom, attracted
her attention, and rushing into the
boudoir she found a coal had droppedt
I
from the open grate Onto the carpet
and started a fire. Her sleeping baby
was nearly choked to death by the
but she pulled the child to
the kitchen and threw water in its
face, reviving the babe. Severer
bucketfuls then extinguished the car-
pet blaze.
, .
—Word yesterday was that Masa
Lida Payne, aged 54, died th
e day be•
fore at Georgetown. Ky. She was a
t
cousin of Mesdames Fred Rudy alti
Jamrs English -of Paducah.
—Mr. and 3ries. Frank Taturn have
a new boy at their home out on the
Cairo rake.
—Mr. Will Utterback has toov
down the old bent on rear of his 
lof
at Fifth and Madison, and w
ill put
new dwelling there. e. .
-
NOW GOING MAKING 1181 OF
OVER REHKOPF PROPERTY DELINQUENTS
'TANNERY IN MECHANICSBURG WAS VISITED YESTERDAY,
WHALE TODAY THEY INSPECT THE COLLAR FACTORY,
THIS TO BE FOLLOWED WITH VIEW OF THE BUILDINGS,
ROSIDENCES AND INDIVIDUAL ACCOUNTS—DEFENDANT
WOW SUIT OF BRAZEMAN E STATE AGAINST THE PRUDEN-
TIAL LIFE INSURANCE COM PANY—MASTER COMMISSION-
ER DIRECTED TO AGAIN SE LL THE RIGLESBERGER MILL
PROPIERTY—BOCKMAN COF FEE COMPANY INCORPOR-
ATES.
Charles Ir. enninge, W. 'Arrant!'
Carthier and Henry Lehnhard yes-
terday cousmenced their duty of ap-
praising and placing a valuation on
the persoual and real estate of E.
Rebkopf. they having been chosen the
appraiser; by Referee Fs W. Bareby
of theistuikrupt count, where the priv-
ate business of Mr. Rehkopf is being
wound up.
'lbe appraisers yesterday made a
personal tour of the Rehloopf tan-
Eery in Mechanicsburg and took an
inventory of what was there. Today
they will go over the collar factory
on Kentucky avenue and make note
of what Mat contains. They will
then view tin: thice three-story brick
buildings on the west side of South
Second near Broadway. and also the
three residences Ma. Rebkopf owns
on Washington between Fourth and
Fifth steerts. The personal holdings
. in the nature of accounts. notes, cash,
etc.. will then be canvassed by the
appraisers who at this finish the
"review" lbork and get down to figur-
ing on! what they think the combined
holdings arc wortn They report to
the coati who then takes up the
propoaitiou of selling the property.
A.. the cash can be applied to claims
held by creditors against Mr Relikopf.
Ernen• Suit Filed Away.
By agreuient there was filed away
in the circuit court vesterday the
suit of Illarirereec. F.tnery against
lier brother lames Ferrieran. with
She uudirstanding that it could be
reinstatet for oast an motion of Licenses' ta Mom,
either parity to the action. The clerk issued marriage licenses•
Tbc otadge gave judgment for the to C. Colwaidar and Nanuie
 mill property on South Third, to R.
T. Lightfoot for $37,000, but the
purchaser failing to execute bond
guaranteeing payment of the purchase
price, the sale was declared off. The
court empowered the commissioner
then to sell again the second Mon-
day in March.
The commissioner reported that in
the suit of the Bank of Hazel against
W. B. Smith property' was sold to
W. R. Hendrick for $215, while fifty
shares of Arkansas Land company
stock was bought in by the bank for
$snoo. Smith owed the bank and
mortgaged Clue property and stock,
which is no wsold to satisfy the
judgment the financial instittuion
got against Smith. who is the ex-
banker of Louisville, and formerly of
Padusah.
The commissioner reported that
Gip Husbands bought Elizabeth stroct
property for Soo in the suit bf The
Commonwealth of Kentucky against
Perry Bryant Bryant V4 JS c larve.1
with burglars., gave bond a then
skipped out. His property is sold
to satisfy the amount of forfeited
bail.
Property Sold.
Land in the county has been trans-
ferred by Simon Perdew to Thomas
Myers for $.35 and rte ded recorded
yesterday with the county clerk.
A. W. Rickman bought from J. II.
Haugh for Una, land in the Maxon
Mill section of the county.
ecieudt,rit in the suit s•f Felix C. and Albert Crane Goldie B.
Ru.14.1tali, administrator of Charles j. Jackson.
R074'111341. AraM.• The prudential Life
Insurance company. The adminis-
t•ator sued for money claimed due
the estate of Bozeman on a policy
alleged to have been held by him slur-
iii life The Poolential.
The order dismissing as settled the
litioration of W. Armour Gardner
avaitt..t jirts-i• W. Thaniusou w a set
aside. and *ha plaintiff's attachment• ....nprose
then sustained. 
,
There was continue'', until the next
aaal *arm the suit of Hart againsf
Rudolph.
Muster Commissioner Cecil Reed




The "E.. W. Bockmati Coffee com-
pany" has filed articles of incorpora-
tion "frith the county clerk. capital-
izing . t azsarroo, the stock being di-
vided too i,000 shares of jas each.
and made preferred and conwnon
holdings, the former to draw seven
per cent., and the "common stock"
that mach, vhen the preferred i* pais(
off. Any surplus above those per-
centages is then divided eqally be-
tween the two esasscs of stock. The





The Krintsah City Star remark-s.
"After taking the Philippines and Ha-
waii. the Japanese might aeize the
canal: then it would be the Japanama
canal!" There are several important
things to bear in mind before the jap-
aneac occupaiton of the Pacific islands
and of the canal can be regarded
within the region of practical politics
The 1",?... '--t oh‘tx•-lr• in the
way is the United States. The United
Stares has now close commercial re-
lation; with Janan, and will no doubt
'nave closer. There was, in X905. an
increase of $5.5R,644 in Japanese im-
port., and or ST.ttfi.tc7 in exports
over ma: Conatil General Miller, of
Yokohama. states that the eanorts for
loos were the largest ever known. In
4 1.c. •sasi es.eisn •rvil• of Istvan the
United States ranks first, with Vs).-
• •- Rev., CU;rii cecnnd. t7; 1iC0.202: the
United Kingdom third, with $64,209.-
This valuable trade can be held and
ss-nneed eon...snow the friendship
of Japan. which shall be done without
the c4,-.444-• of national riahts and na-
tional dianity or any invasion of state
sovereignty.
If The friends:lin o; tartan canon be
had on taese ermelOtams it is not
worth hasana. 'But Tarots cannot. in
the near future, and mohably never.
afford to fizht with all western civili-
-.to,- n ;int what a war with
She United States would eventually
rlean. There are thoueanda of able
tl•inhere—enany in the United States
--who think it was a mistake for the
great powers of the occident to have
permitted Japan to obtain such an
overwhelming triumph over the Rus-
sians. • '1
There was no other way, however,
to bring Russia to a sense of ditty re-
garding the conditions which made
her a constant menace to European
-order and security. There is a ntiv
Russia in process of formation that
may yet prove the master undisputed
of Northern Asia. The Russians put
up, it insist be remembered, a tre-
mendous fight on land. Far from their
*base of sat/when incompetency and
corruption reigning supreme in every
department of, the Muscovite war
office, the Russian soldiers in the field
performed- marvels of valor. The
S.:Ultra)* of the Russian officera•wan
alu many instancea, irreproachable.
•
sle the naval forces of Russia en-
gaged in the conflict were all de-
stroyed or captured. not a single large
army division was captured. The cap-
ture of Port Arthur was really effect-
ed by the Japanese navy.
But besides has ing to keep an eye
on Russia, Japan needt es look after
Great Britain. Germany and France,
all of %thorn strongly oppose the con-
structian of an oriental empire that
might be a nienace to the world.
Great Britain is especially interest-
ed in this country's having undisputed
control over the Panama canal. To
make it a Japanama canal were to
menace British interest, not alone in
the West Indies, but in the fareast, in
India and Australia, and even South
Africa. The day in Indeed, far re-
mote niter, the Init./Tian canal can be
even threatened inith Japanizatinn
Louisville Herald.
TRIAL MARRIAGE LAW





He Will Get Credit for Those





IT WILL BE DONE BY LAST
OF THIS WEEK AND READY
FOR USE.
in Plank Walk Will Be About 3.200
Feet in Length and of Great
Convenience,
Sheriff John Ogilvie's office force
is now engaged at the task of writing
off a list of the names of parties
owning property in the city and coun-
ty who have not paid their county
and state taxes. The list is being
furnished for use when the sheriff
makes settlement February 20 with
the fiscal couit, and which sum goes
to the county treasury that is presided
over by this court, composed of the
justices of the peace. The sheriff
%ill alio use the delinquent list when
he settles with the auditor at Frank-
fort for the taxes due the state from
McCracken county. The auditor gives
the sheriff credit for the amount
called for on the delinquent list.
which Mr. Ogilvie then uses in mak-
ing settlement wit the county for the
taxes due the county government.
The list of delinquents is then turtle)
over to the county clerk, who be-
comes "backtax collector- of the gov-
,ernment, and receipts for the money
paid in by those now in arrears.
Mr. Ogilvie believes there will be
about aces taxpayers on the delinquent
list, but cannot arriva at the eaact
figure until he finishes the list. while
this w ark is going on property owners
come in and pay their tax indebted-
ness, and this gradually reduces the
number in arrears.
Lawmakers Make Deep Study of
Problem and Decide Five Years
Is Proper Limit.
Iles Moines, Ia., Feb. 13.—A trial-
marriage law may be put on the sta-
tute hoohs of Iowa at this session of
the legialattire. A bill providing for
experimental unions will be introduced
within the next few days and its en-
forcement into a law will be urged by
prominent members. The -hill will
provide that a marriage contract may
be entered into for a period of five
years, with the lien to renew if both
sides arc agreeable. Many members
of the legislature are giving the
question of trial marriages scriou;
study and the legislature has made an
appropriation to secure a copy of
the 'trial-marriage bill recently in-
troduced in South Dakota.
T'hink This Over.
Of :roubles connubial, jars and
divorce.
This, we believe, is the iruitfullest
sourc e—
A man falls in love with a dimple
or curl,
Theta foolishly marries the entire
girl.
CENSOR'S BAN ON NUDE ART
—
Advertiser Using it Arrested; Adver-
tisements Confiscated.
—
Chicago. Feb 33—Authorities of
both the city of Chicago and the
United States government yesterday
uent into the business of purifying
:rt and literature and thereafter sala-
cious advertisements and books not
strictly up to the standard of mot-
siny will have a hard time evading
th.e eagle eye .of vigilant official's
Pictures of nude %omen inivang
prospective purchasers to use certain
uostrums or to buy this or that
h5 alth food will hereafter have to
he clothed and a:l the billboard; and
sheet car signs will be expurgated so
that the most modes; person c.iii take
n.• offense.
aleniims of the law descended on
tac offices of tise Rex Bitters coat-
i any. I saa-rsaa Wabash avenue last
evening and with shamefast faces and
many blushes confiscated twenty-one
racking boxes filled with pictures of
.men in a state dl antesartorial sni- ,
; acity and arrested W. E. Slaughter.'
taesident of the company. The goods
seized were valued at about $3.000
'The raid was made at the instance!
.ml Chief Collins on the informanon
of citizens that the literature, con-
sisting of the pftmeval woman afore-
!laid and certain objectonable read-
, ing matter, had been left on their
idoorsteps or had been handed tot otem at railroad depots and on the
city's streets.
I Meantime the United States gov-
ernment was equally busy in the
work of purincation and Charles S.
, M right was held to a grand jury and
!Charles D. Arndt arrested for selling,
lozning and distributing books • that
vould not look seemly and proper in
a Sunday school ilbrary.
I, Chief Collins' office aisited the offi-Detectives Barry and Russell of
,eca of the Rex Bitters company at 8
:o'clock last evening. They did not
go merely for curiosty but they had
definite information, and when they
arrived they lost no time tn confis-
cating the circulars of the company.
William E. Shaughter, presdent of
the concern, was present and they
read to him warrants charging him
with circulating obscene literature.
Mr. Slaughter was virtuously in-
elignant. but when confrontedd with
some of his art works made no fur-
ther objection to going with the offi-I cers. The warrants had been takenout before Municipal Judge New-
comer its the Harrison street courtend they charged the company's headofficial with distributing improper ad-vertising matter in the city's publicplaces.
The detectives had also taken the
precaution to obtain a search warrantbefore going to the place and theyhad no trouble in laying their bandsen the matter that they were lookingior. They met with no opposition.They gathered up all the literaturefound in the office and salesroomsand placed it n packing boxes.Twenty-one cases were filled withthe alleged obscene books and pam-phlets. Detective Barry was abouttq call several patrol wagons to takethe evidence away witch Slaughterprotested and agreed to hire threeexpress wagons to 'cart the stuff tothe Harrison street police atatiou.Thia was done.
The temporary plank nalk along
Nineteenth street will be finished by
the last of this week, so thinks the
board of public works, which body is
aavine the walk laid for accommo-
dation of the people residing along
that thorouvhfare, which is so turn
up where the car company is pre-
paring to put its new tracks that
the people have no good, solid place
to walk in going back and forth to
their homes.
The plank walk will run along one
side of gineteenth from the Old
Clinton road to about Washington
stre& and be 3.200 feet in length
Street Inspector Elliott, who is sup-
ervising the construction work, thinks
it will cost about Saw to complete
the walk, which will be raised about
three or tow iii.hes above the
ground. The board of works fears
to have the plank laid flat on top
of the ground, because waeons would
try to drive across it and the weight
of 'heavy loads push the boards down
into the soft earth, leaving thing.
about as bad off as before the plank
walk was laid.
The people out that way have been
greatly inconvenienced by the street
car company digging up Nineteenth
street for the new division and then
having to abandon the work during
the bad rainy weather. which left the
thoroughfare so muddy the people
have to wade through, the slush and
sloppy dirt. The walk %ill relieve
them by giving a rood and dry pas-
sageway until spring when the car
company finishes its work and the
street can be placed back in fine
sham..
Work of constructing the walk
was as commenced yesterday and





Texas Seaator Has Not Been Able
to Establish Anything That Does
Away With the Charges
Made by Cocke.
Austin, Tex.. Feb. 13.—The legis-
lative committee appointed to investi-
gate charges preferred against United
States Senator Joseph W. Bailey to-
day gave audience to Congressman
Robert Henry. of this state.
Mr. lienry testified that on April
20. 1000. he met Senator Bailey at the
request of the latter, who was return-
ing from St. Louis. Bailey told him
that he had heard that an effort was
being made to send an expansionist
delegation to congress. and lie want-
ed his assistance to help him prevent
it. This was on the train between
Hillsboro and Waco. Tex.
Continuing, Mr. Henry said.
invited him to stop over at Waco so
we could talk it over at leisure. lie
did so, and went to my hotel with
me.
"The next morning Mr. Itai:e;
asked me about the Waters-Pierce In:
company suits," said Mr. Henry. "lie
told me that David R. Francis had
asked him to do what he could to
have this case dismissed, and he 'had
consented to do what he could in a
friendly way.
"Mr. Bailey told me that Mr.
Pierce would be willing to make a
settlement of the suits, and I replied
that such a course would be entirely
satisfactory if the terms of the settle-
ment could be agreed gpon by all
parties concerned."
Wanted Scl000.
The witness stated that he stun-
rnonel Judge Scott and County At-
torney Cullen F. Thomas to a con-
ference the next morning and it was
then decided that if the Waters-Pierce
Oil company would nav Stcs000 to the
state and $1,000 to Illenry and Strib-I
biog. who were employed to assiat in
the prosecution, the suits would be
dismissed. Judge Scott at that con-
ference called the attention of all
partie, to the fact ' that the case
might be evaded because of the disso-
lution of the old eoteinany. Mr. Strib.
bing also attended the meeting.
At a conference held a few days
later the witness said, Mr. Pierce and
Judge J. D. Johnson, general attor-
ney for the comnany. attended and
wain the settlement of the tto.000 to
the state and $3,000 to Henry and
Stribbling was agreed upon. Then
Mr. Pierce stated that in considera-
tion of the settlement 'he wonld ex-
taect to have the felony case dis-
missed.
"Mr. Thomas refused to agree to
this and I snonorted him in tile re-
fitsal, and thic isalie real reason why
the settlement of the penalty suits
fell through." said Mr. Henry. He
said that it was not until three
nowiths after that he Fet,ern 
ohiertiOn on the part of Mr. Thoma.It ha stated that opoo children die to the settlement on the arenont ifannually in New York city from the fees to be ,oses to the sitneoeso. Hd..,his,feet, his face pale with anger.prison of impure milk-. 
"Mr . Chain:Dap- he said, with em-
read a letter front Judge George
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Clark, published a number of years
ago, in which the latter said the crimi-
nal indictments were the only thing
which prevented a settlement of the
penalty suits.
Later They Withdrew.
The witness testified that five
months afterwards, because of per-
sonal difficulties with County Attor-
ney Cullen F. Thomas, the firm of
Henry & Stribbling had withdrawn
from the case. Mr. Henry read a
number of letters which had figured
in the congressional negotiations in
McLennan and Falls counties several
years ago relative to the dispute be-
tween himself and Mr. Thomas.
Mr. Cocke asked the witness if la
was sure the first conference was held
April ao between Mr. Bailey. Judge
Scott, Mr. Thomas, Mr. Stribbling
and a second conference a few days
later, even if Judge Scott and Mr.
Thomas denied the first conference.
The witness said he could not be
mistaken.
Austin, Tex., Feb. 12.--The feature
of the Bailey investigation today was
the attempted assault of Senator
Bailey upon Witness Cocke, Mr.
Cocke had risen before the committee
to state what he hoped to prove by
a man named Suggs, whom he de-
sired an have summoned as a wit-
ness.
"I desire to prove," said Mr. Cocke,
"that Mr. Bailey once executed a note
for $7,000 to Suggs in return for
money borrowed, which note Suggs
still holds."
Mr. Bailey at thisrose hastily to
phasic. "that is a downright, willful,
malicious, damnable lie. I don't pro-
pose to be insulted any longer in tha!
manner. That is only another of the
lies which that man has stated hers
and repeated and I refuse to again
submit to the insult."
With this statement Mr. Bailey
statted toward Mr. Cocke, and the
sergeant-at-arms placed himself be-
tween the two men. Mr. Bailey waited
a few moments and then went around
on the other side of Cockr, trying
to get to him, but the sergeant-at-arms
again interposed himself in the path.
The incident closed without any as-
sault.
It was decided today that the com-
mittee will sot go to St. Louis until
If, C. Pierce is further heard from
A wire was this morning sent to Sr.
Louis to learn definitely if Pierce will
be in St. Louis on Friday' or if he
can be there at a later date. It is
possible that the committee will leave
'here tomorrow night, but not prob-
able that it will leave for a week.
KING EDWARD REFERS TO
AID OFFERED KINGSTON,
London, Feb. I3.—At the openingof parliamenk today the points in the
king's- speech which attracted themost attention were the references to
the Kingston disaster and the houseof lords, When his majesty spoke
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RIVER. TO BE CLEARED
!UNUSUAL SUIT INSTITUTED WHERE MERGANTHALER-HOR-
TON BASKET FACTORY GET COURT ORDERS REQUIRING
RAMPHANDOL AND SUTTLbS TO MOVE FROM MOUTH OF
CLARK'S RIVER SAWLOG RAFTS THAT BLOCK WAY SO
OTHER TIMBER CANNOT B Z FLOATED OUT OF THIS
STREAM 1}1110 TENNESSEE RIVER—FELS FIRM SUES FOR
RECOVERY OF VALUE OF BOX OF DRY GOODS SHIPPED
FROM NEW YORK, BUT LO ST DURING TRANSIT—COTRO-
VERSY OVER Si,000 BELONG ING TO KABUL RANDALL, A
MINOR—OTHER LITIGATION.
A bUIt of an unusual nature was
iestituted yesterday in the circuit
eurt, it being one looking to clearing
t lark's river of large rafts moored at
the mouth of that stream, and there-
ey preventing other rafts front com-
wg out into the Tennessee river.
The action was filed by the Mergen-
thaler-Horton basket factory of Me-
chanicsburg, and is against Henry
kamphandol and B. T. Suttles.
The basket industry contends that
it purchased about 500,000 feet of
bneber that is in raft form up in
keearke. river. At 'the mouth of this
little river, whin% is only a few hun-
ored feet wide, Ramphantiol and Sut-
ties have moored to the bank. huge
?eft* containing hundreds of saw-
jogs. These rafts at mouth of the
...cream block the river so that the
entice factory cannot bring out its
logs from farther up the stream and
into the Tennessee river, so they can
he floated on to Paducah for use by
the factory.
The basket people claim they have
used up all the timber on hand at
the Mechanicsburg plant, therefore
oiey have had to close down on ac-
(eunt of the shortage brouget on by
oie Ramphandul and Suttle rafts pre-
, •neang the Mehointhaler-liorton
teople from bringing the poem° feet
lumber here from Clark's river.
e he basket people requested the
.eurt to compel Ramphandull and
euttius to move teheir imfts fttisn
!Leath of Clark's river eo the other
s orlogs can be brought out. The
.dge issued the necessary order,
compelling removal of the blocking
raft by next Monday. The basket
people also ask for $1,000 damages
evens? Ramphandol and Stink son
a.count of the time and money lost
lit the elerganthaler-Horton indus-
A tos as result of cloying down because
t the. scarcity of timber. The raft.
mouth of Clark's river hese been
re tme month, the teener.. reins-
• Ina 1.0 move them %hen asked
Suit for Lost Goods.
Brother & Kuhn', tiled suit
ie the circuit court against the Me:
•ants' and Miners' Transportation
...uspany of New Yorke:tam! the N
& eie 1. railroadd of this state
fee 81417 0, the value of a box of
y goods the Paducah firm bought
o. Bliss. lealieen & Company of Nets
York. •Falls & Rittert contend the
goods note shipped out of New York
Jenuary teak over the Merchants'
mod Miners' Transportation com-
pany. %lath delivered the merchan
dew to the N , C. St I. to be
brought Me. this any .The box
got lost and the Paducah firm noe
sees for value of it.
Litigation Over Notes.
M. C. and J. K. Forbes, contra..
1ehre of Hopkinsville. filed suit her.
agaiust W. 1'. Ledford for $53.75
cleaned due ..n a one day note Led
I • ford get t the plaintiff Nevomber 17.
item, and a loch note never has been
yid. The Hopkinsville firm, in an-
titer action, seek' to recover $75 and
interest claimed due on a note W. T.
end J. S. Ledford gave November
1. ifisee, and which note has never
'been paid. The principal and inter-
wet on the lath T amoutit i. SO( tee
•
This last mentioned note was exe-
cuted by the Ledfords to The Em.
fire Drill company, which sold the
raper to the Forbes.
Controversy Over Funds.
hfable Randall is a young girl for-
merly of Paducah, but who is now
residing at Denver, Cola When she
was in Paducah the Globe Bank and
Trust company was appointed by the
McCracken county court as her guar-
d.an, and took charge of money be-
longing to her. After she went to
Denver, .12111es J. Banks was named
by thc courts out there as her guar-
eon. Now Banks sues the Globe
bank of l'aducah to turn over to him
71.000 the bank holds of the girl's
meney.
The girl iv the one whore mother
and father were divorced, and the
lator put her en school down in West
Tennessee. The mother got the child
en.: the (husband fought the matter
In the costs. but the mother won
out. The mother was here mth the
girl for some time at the home of her
&mein. Charles E. Graham, the for-
late county court clerk, while the liti-
gation was going on.
Divorce is Wanted.
Mary Vardcman filed suit for di-
s. tee irotu her husband, 0. E. Var.
denten. on the ground be has been
truel to her. They married Septem-
ber s, mo5, in this city, and sepa-
rated a little over four months after-
wards, on January IR, 7907. She
irks to be given back aScr meld,
name of Mary Steel.
TWO BARELY ESCAPE
BEING BURIED ALIVE
leellefontaine, 0.. Feb. ie. --Closing
the eyes of Mrs. Hattie Stanley, be-
lievine her dead, relatives who had
stood %seeping about her bedside de-
parted to notify others and summmi
an undertaker.
A ocighbor called to prepare the
body for embalming, thought that an
eyelid of the corpse fluttered slightly.
Fearing to hesitate the neighbor im-
mediately began method.; of resusci-
tation. and. after exhaustite effort,
succeeded in restoring Mr. Stinky
to consciousness.
The attending phyeician• say that
in gine of her age. sixtyeive 'ears,
Mrs. Stanley will recover.
The fortunate woman has not been
tole of her escape. It is feared the
shock nould prove fatal.
Trenton. N. J.. Feb. te.—Edward
Curran. a Trenton ultdertaker. was
called today to the home of Nicholas
Persiquc. 5 Escher street. to prepare
the body of a child, one of twins, for,
burial. He completed preliminary ar-
rangementt for embalming the corpse.
und wts about to make an incision for
'his poieonotts finitle, when he was as-
tonished to see its body twitch.
Investigation showed that the child
was still alive. The undertaker hur-
riedly took his departure, after ex-
claiming to the parents: "You want
a doctor instead of a funeral director:.
A doctor was summoned and the
cluld was fully revived. The physi-
cian believes the baby will recover.




The Twice-a-Week Republic, of St.
Louis. Mn.. is giving away a beauti-
'fully framed picture, size 5 1-2 by
7 1.4 inches, to every one sending $t
for the year's subscription to their
great semi-weekly paper and Farm
Progress, a monthly agricultural pa-
per published by The Republic.
This offer is open to both new and
old subscribers. If you ahc taking
the paper at present, send in your dol.
th and have your time marked up for
one year and get one of these beauti-
ful pictures without any extra cost.
The pictures re genuine works of
art, done in nine color. Two of them
are heads of beautiful girls. One
wears a black picture hat and has two
roses pinned to her pink bodice. If
tide one is desired, order No. to, "The
Spring Girl" No. ii, or "The Summer
Cirl," wears a light brown picture
tat, trimmed with light green. She
also wears a white and green waist,
with a bunch of very pretty flowers at
her breast. The remaining picture. or
No. 13, is a three-quarter length pic-
ture representing "The Winter Girl,"
with a long coat, boa about her neck
and a muff.
The frames are made of rounded
metal end are all black. To tell theta
o real ebony it would be necessary
'oft§ ake them from the wall for ex- , public, Si. Lggit, Mo.
‘k •
- .
animation. The pictures and frames
are neat and pretty enough to grace
the walls of a millionaire's home.
There ie nothing cheap or shoddy
looking about them. They cannot be
duplicated in the retail stores for less
than 50 cents. The best recommenda-
tion that we can give them is to say
that if you are not thoroughly satis-
fied with your picture they will refund
the money for your subscription and
pay the postage for returning the pie-
titre to them.
If you are already a subscriber to
the TWICE-A-WEEK REPUBLIC,
or if you want only the agricultural
monthly, Farm Progress, send a silver
dime for one year's subscription to
this big sixteen-page farm and home
paper. The TWICE-A-WEEK RE-
PUBLIC is the oldest and best semi-
weekly family paper in the country,
and learm Progress is the fastest
growing farm monthly in America.
Remember that you get both these
splendid publications for a year and
one of these handsomely framed pic-
tures, all for only $t.
Remit by postoftice or express
money order, registered letter or bank
,draft. nof send personal cheek.s.
Write name itnd address platniy.
dress all orders to the _St.. Louis Re-
The 1110ronze Cross
(Written by Mts. Nanuie C. Wilhoit, of Nicholuville, and rcad on theoccasion of the Bronze Cross presentation at Nicholastrille, January19, last:)
Can it be that this cross which is sent me today
Came in honor of soldiers who once wore the gray,
And fought for the South through the years of her strife,Cheerfully giving their fortune and life?
So many the moons that have fulled and have waited,
Since they left the dear home to return not again;
Long years one has slept where the cross in the ekh
Watches with angels the spot where he lies.
The call of the bugle, the sound of the strife,
Can rote him no more to the &tics of life.
Bronze cross, you come, like a spirit that's fled,
With a message of love from the realms of the dead;So touched is my heart till real is the seeming
Of visions I see and dreams I arm dreaming.
My present surroundings have faded away,
And I see in a prison, a man old and gray.
But the fire of his youth still gleams in his eyes,
And his spirit, undaunted, his foeman defies;
He minds not the dreary old prison's grim walls,
Nor cares for the darkness that gathers and hale-
Iris heart is afar with the dear boy who lies
On a prison's bard cot 'neath cokL northern skies,
And at home with the mother, who, day after day,
Is working and praying for the soldiers in gray—
Now giving vent to his feelings in song after song,
Defiance be hurls at his focman so strong.
But now the seen changes. In a vision I lee
Long lines of soldiers, and one dear to nee,
'Who, with heart of a man, and years of a boy.Is learning so soon the battle's fierce joy:
Not a tremor of fear dims or tootles his eye.
Though missiles of death so close whistle by.And round and about him his comrades drop down
Midst the dead and the dying that cover the ground.By the prayers of thy mother, the mightiest of powers.
Thou art shielded, my soldier, in the terrible hours!Set, close now together his comrades keep.In the grand charge they make up the hillside so steep—Now catching the banner his dead comrade lets go.He carries and plants it in the face ci the foe.
Sheathed is the saber, silent the gun,
Only the groans of the dying—the battle is wen:
All silent and pale my soldier now stands.
While comrades around him are grasping his hand-.
end his chief comes to bring him the +mord he ha. s,
By the masterful work so bravely he clerk-- •lint his heart's in hie home with the mother who prays
For her firstborn, her pride, through long, anxious dare
.hgain the scene changes. In a hospital white,
Spirits of soldiers are taking their flight--
I bend o'er a cot—the death damp I see-0 God, in your mercy, hide this vision from me!
It haunted my mother when she slept or awoke,
flaunted her ever till her aching heart broke.
Now. hleet is this vision—I've seen it before--
My soldiers and mother on !leaven's bright shore.
MRS N NI F. C. We 1110IT
3apan's thirst for War la
Endless
(fly Albert S. Ashmcad, M. D., Let..
Foreign Medical Ieirector Tokio
Hospital, Japan.)
The empire of the Mikado to a Jap-
anese means spiritual empire and not
a mere material or temporal empire.
For many centuries, while the Mi-
lo:does (Heavenly (;ates) were Iso-
lated in their Holy Sechision, behind
the Devil's Gate, a Kioto, there
reigne4 mere temporal rulers, the
Shoguns (great generals) at Tokio.
In 1867, the beginning of the Meiji
era. the Sat-Cho (Satsuma and Cho-
shin provincials of high degree). a po-
litical ring, overthrew he Shoguns
and brought the figurehead of the em-
pire frent his sacred isolation at Kiotce
He is the religious head of the na-
tion, tepefying the Buehido (war
spirit) of the people, that is all, lie
is not emperor—a worn the Japanese
do not know, although they use it to
deceive westerners. A Mikado Is
Thum (son of heaven or God.) Ile
never dies, but litedzurits (translates).
He is God in. man's form and as such
can only reign in the spirit of the
nation.
The real temporal ruler of the em-
pire of Japan is that Sat-Cho, a politi-
cal clique and the Mikado is only pup-
pet king. His mentality- is of a very
low order, in fact all the high nobles
of Japan under the old order of no-
bility were rather effeminate, if not
really imbecile. Tee Mikado is no
exceptien to this category. There-
fore lie is easily handled politically
by the ringsters, whose only aim is
to satisfy Samouriste or Bushel°, the
war spirit of the nation, handed down
to them, from the gime of Krishna,
god of war, of Brahminisin. even at
the beginning of protestant Buddilisiu.
This is the curse of the Japanese
people, that love of fighting and be-
sides there is the worehip of helots.
And how are heroes to be made in a
Japanese paint of view save 'by were
Sam-it-raisin before 'the disestablish-
ment of feudalism, in 7867, was satis-
fied by wars between the Damois.
Each province or high class family's
seivants (Samaurai) would fight with
the next ones. But in 1867 Samurai
were nationalized into a central atmo.
or fighting force.
This spirit of war, the true .soul of
Japan, will never he willing to re-
enain it' barracks for nov length of
time. It coon demands a new war.
Where will a war he found to appease
it by that ring of political tricksters
called Sat-Cho except in foreign
war The, it will ee ever.
Meer they !hew fought America
they noise find some other country to
make um. upon. That next, in all
probability. will be Holland, For
Japan must have the Dutch East In-
dies. And so it will go on. •
But what I write this letter for
especially is to point out that the
"spiritual empire" of that pagan
"ruler" is what we have most to.
dread. It is that which threatens us
already in our Pacific state'. Pagan-
ism of the Mikado is already getting
a footheld upon our christian Euro-
pean and American shores. That is
what uc must guard against most.
The war that is on in the world to-
day is that between two civilization,.
paganism and christianity. Until
Japaneee have been taught In- defeat
that their emperor, as we call him,
is not a God or holy avatar, there will
he endless wars on the parteof Japan.
We must put down her unholy pagan-
ism and then there will be peace or
christianity. Which will win, pagan-
ism or christianity; the god of war
(Krishna) or peace and good will to
men (Christ) '—NewYork Herald.
BIBLE INEFFECTIVE
WITH MEN WITH LOT
OF. "BONNETS" AROUND.
Pittsburg, Pa.. Feb. 73.--Advocat-
ing the separation of the sexes in the
formation of church organization and
strenuously condemning the boarding-
house landladies of Chicago because
of their disregard of ecelestiastical
conventionalities. Andrew Stevenson,
president of the Young Men's Presby-
terian Union of Chicago. has caused a
sensation during his addrees to the
convention of the Pittsburg Presby-
tery, in session here.
In referring to the young men's or-
ganization Mr. Stevenson said:
,"The spirit of organization has
reached. the young women, and they
are forming Bile,. -eanizations. But
in some way you cannot appeal to
manly young men if you have a lot of
bonnets around. Therefore I would
not advise the formation of .classes
consisting of both sexes."
Mr. Stevenson said the greatest
need of Chicago is the right kind of
boarding houses.
"In our city," be said, "our land-
ladies tesually take no interest in
church work, or they are positively
detrimental to the morale of their-... erre,-boarders."
Among the other speakers were the
Ree. Charles We Gordon (Ralph Con-
ner). author of 'Winnipeg, Canada,
and Charles S. Holt, vice-president of
the Natiorral Presbyterian Brother.
bosidi 21co o! Chicago. 4.1
ACCIDENT !NSW/WU
Abram L Well & Co
COVERS A L L ACCIDENTS
Travelers Insurance Co.
BIGGEST AND OLDEST. IN WORLD
Office Phone 369: Both Resid ice:g72F
CAMPBELL BUILD1NF
I Quit paying rest Let as bond the house; you golly is/ it pi yellgay rent. Vacant loss in an gents of the city. Moe loft lia Mewarmed car eztassioa en *toad to Mks 1111.01 nal as AlmMom front tip to %go each. Bay DOW 012 imaallmat pimaIdes champ. The die !Vast ground in the city. %weeny issavaacing rapidly.
M'CRA.CIEN REAL ESTATE & MORTGAGE CO.
INCORPORATED.!yr.,. -TINI Lilard D. Modem Prot as/ Mgr. Panne Ob.
WHY NOT OWN YOUR HOME
4461.• 44.164.06.14.64•104. 1/1 111/(111•2*/
4j. E. COULSON, 4
..P LUM DINGIII
Steam and Hot Water Heating,








good health and this com-
bined a eh itexicee sat
fit:ures helps to keep tee doctor out
of Your house. ''StaaCard' Eurceehn
Enameled plumbing fixtures make
healthy bath rooms, are unitary and
have a beauty all their on n.
If you intend maeing bath room too
provemento kt us show you sampirs of
this famous ware. We guarantee good
work, prompt service and attention no
matter how true or how large veer job.




Both Phones stir 733 St.
  see ammo 
"IT IS THE LITTLE THINGS
MAKE THE BIG ThINGS"
The Pennies, Nickels, Dimes and Quarters Make the Dollars
SAVE YOUR SMALL CHANGE
DEPOSIT IT IN OUR BANK AND GET 4 PER CENT INTE1Z-
EST ON IT AND SEE HOW. SOON YOU WIL LHAVE A BIG
BAND ACCOUNT.
Our Home Savings Bank
WILL HELP YOU SAVE. .CALL FOR ONE AND LEARN
HOW TO OPEN UP A SAVINGS ACCOUNT WITH US WITII









SUPERIOR FACILITIES FOR HANDLING FREIGHT, MACHU
=V AND HOUSSIROLD GOODS. I
Ornelt MOND MID1001 ROE. BOTH PHONU.
















how important all municipalities hold
r. o. controiling franchises
and how jealously it is guarded. Yet
now there are two bills pending in
the Tennessee legislature that would
deprive the municipalities and their
.people of this state of the right of
control of their tranchises, and a
few Nashville citizens are actually
-dvocating the passage of these bills
President as an alleged boon to the people.
Treasurer They are Willing that the most im-
Sec-retarY stant principles and bUlwarks
city and local self-government shall
Entered at the Postoffice of Padu- he swept away to give an immediate
cab, Ky., as second-class mail matter advantage a single corporation.
strange position and one ut-
ind•-fe-sible from any peint of
municipal government or the
permanent welfate."
One Year.







Antiorie failing to receive this paper
uld report the matter to




\V arc ageborieed to announce the
candid,acg of Joe A. Purchase for city
jailpciubject 16-the action of the
ettl**Stic Patti
We are authorized to announce the
Caiirdiejir -Of W. T. (Billy) Reed for
jeller, subject to the action of
the dentocratic party.
We are agthorized to announce the
candidacy of Said L Beadles for city
jailcr, subject to the actton of the
oemocratic party.
. \Ye are authorized to announce
candidacy of At Hymarsh for













Every intelligent and patriotic
American can indorse the utterances
of Congressman McCall of Massa-
chusetts made in a recent .speech
against federal usurpation of power.
He takes the position that the author-
ities at Washington are arrogating to
themselves too much power, a power
not intended by our constitution to
be dekgated to the national govern-
ment. As Mr. McCall so clearly sets
forth our viewt on the subject and
so clearly defines the rights of the
states we reproduce the report of his
speech believing that what he said
will meet' with the approbation of
our readers. The account of the
speech being as follows:
-Animists:to against usurpation by the
national govenrs. t of the powers re-
served to the states by the constitu-
tion was made by Representative Mc-
Call of Massachusetts in an address
before the republican club of thia
city this evening. Mr. McCall de-
clared the time was ripe for a warn-
ing against "the tendency to over-
throw the balance of the constitution
1/K1 VI regulate each and all of us
' We arc authorized to announce the from Washington." That there is such
vandidacy of William Kraus for city t a tendency, he said it too palpable to
treaserer. subject to the action of the be denied. He expressed the opinion
Aristocratic party. that the states were ideally constit-
‘4 tuted to deal with the great mass of
City Clerk. questions relating to personal govern-
We ars outhorized to aunounct meat.
City Oeric Henry Bailey as a candi- "They conduct their operations =-
date for the democratic nomination der the very eyes of the people," he
to succeed himself as city clerk, sub- said, "and there is far less tempta-
ject to aoy action of the demos-read titan to theatres government than
ptirnary. where actors arc performing to very
iarge and very distant galleries and
in order to thrill them are compelled
to make up too heaaily to impose
town Iltafef spectators."
"Our. citizens may be trusted." he
continued. "to learn how to spell sad
to regulate their diets and their baths
without too notch governmental as-
sistance fr Washington The time
war,' • t• intseasatice shall
sit in the seat of the publicist and
cer a sremagoee take the
place of the statesman and when we
The atakers of blended and straight shall be given over to the herald of
whiskey had a big scrap in Louis- a *statutory ittm who would
Thursday Morning. February 14. :gay.
Chicago has taken a stand against
the indecent pictures and posters.
put as Paducah and Hopkinsville has
slone. The day of the "nude arf" is
,gone. at least so far as advertise-
r:Imes and posters are concerned.
oda.
basing a chance."
make evergbody coital and perfect by
vsile yesterday when the Kentucky penal enactment. But I trust the re-
I.Atillers Association met. Just what publican party will male it its first
the fight was about is not clear, but (boy to prolong the coming of that
the prohibitionists will recall a cer- day an exercising when nesery,A.
any national power in its full vigor
tA::: old addage about "other people that w;11 safeguard the autonomy of
the states.
''The system of government that
Lincoln stood for and that emergedThe dispatches announce that an vt •ctoridar from the civil war was a
aereement will be reached in the Jap- dual - system under a constitution
ancse case today. Maybe so. But which as distinctly reserved powers
th adlocks arc not so easily broken. to the stztes and the people as it
granted others to the national govern-
ment. Nullification by states of the
action of the national irovernment
would be entirely repugnant to this
system. but no more repugnant than
'too-nation by the national govern-
ment of the powers reserved to the
states. Either would be in substance
precisely what South Carolina tried
to do and would be destructive of
our constitutional systems
"Not long. ago Mr. Root declared
that it was useless for the advocatesLens of Tennessee are making a bold of state's rights to ieveigh avainctraove to wrest from the city coun- the extenaion of national autbority in
fits aim right to control the Iran- the fields of neceseary control where
the states themselves fail in the per-
formance 
privileges. It often occurs that
of their duty and that ina city council' is but the tool of fran-
such cases 'constructions' of the con-chise grabbing corrra4ous, but the ±stitntion would be 'found' to restthe
people have the power to kick them .power in the national sroverneneot.
out as isas been the case in Padu_ fancy it would be just as found for
states. provsdAng they were strong
enousrh to do so. to exercise the na-
tional functions in cases where they
were not performed to the satisfac-
tion of, ventleesen who at the tim.'
One thing is sure—the greater ma-
jority of the people of the critntry
are aith the delegation in their de-
toands. and hope they will stand
pat
-
Bold Scheme of Corporations.
Like all progressive cities Nash-
sr lie has troubles too. The corpora-
pir x914 1.on. in the politics of Phila-
.,- 141t4phia. A corrupt city council was
about to renew a public utility fran-
chise for a sum of money that seem-
met ed large but was shown to be vastly
emsoinadequate for the privilege granted.
corrtrp popakar demonstration was made
departms. t tened violence to the rec-
office, the. ilmen. There was a march





call. If the franchises are controlled
by a state coMm.ssion, and the :nem-
Issrs should happen to be corrupt,
tide cities age powerless to ,protect
were noisome the state's governmentsthemselvee. An idea of the bolld•
"But are the 'conetenerions•scheme now proposed in Teinsesstets tse Insindl''? Who is to deride in the
esti be obtained from the Nashville' first irstance what are 'fields of neees-.
tanner which says:
"The great fight 'in ail 'American
• "wunicipalities of late years has been
•I•z> prevent boodliog '-corporahons
cam- metro!. Some policy which-+lora wee possession of a president
would undnntutetilv seem to 'hims •
neeeesary. The South American pre-
'dent; wh
,
o have 'done thins.' who__from grabbing valuable city Iran- 
have sometimes dienensed with clef,chises for less than their full value.
tenors, have doutstles believed theirThe corruption that Folk exposed in
• 
arse eesnry to the vood of the. St. Louis was of ibis kind and a sim-1 state. Vs hen was there ever a usurper
r
ilar corruption brought about the since time began who could not just;
ay his reSe he the same Plea?- This
saSaad. Its easonas to sag ss-onta
erect usurpation into a constitutiono1
system aid woeld invite eeits coro-
nae/of mot, esotro shosc ressadola from
the faitore of a state here and there
to nerform its duty would he insigni-
ficeet.
"Tee time is rine Ger a wnrninT. It
should be Pirned at the tendency 'to
thei; hands and the..fsessierss., tzl,p of She corset:-
Mt was abandoned. option i3nd fet rerrtslate ca'-1  aril all
se recalled to show of tor from Washington This these
is such a tend,ency is too palpable to
be denied. The most common thing
in interstate commerce promises soon
to be the affidavit necessary for a
citizen to move his goods from state
• •s
e
NEW MUSHY 'DESTRIPTP31113F PROPERTY
FOR SEWERAGE TAXATION'to state. If a power clearly belongs
SPIDERS AS BIG AS MALTESEto a state it is to be destroyed by
CATS MAY BE IM-the perversion of some national pow-
PORTED.Cr, and under the pretense of doing
one thing a different and prohibited
purpose is accomplished.
"What reason is there for the deifis'
cations of the federal office hokkr?
Our contributions to astronomy have
been made not by the magnificent
government instruments at George-
town but by the private and often
bumble institutions of the country.
The effect of drugs upon the human
system has been disclosed not by
the chief of the poison squad of the
department of ereeicultuire ostenta-t,
tiously trumpeting informatioaf al- j
read* known to every sophomore in
tro•dicine hut by research carried on
In a hundred schools. Our marvel-
o..- os....-otae• and our other gifts to
civilization have come from the splen-
did body of our private citizenship
containing umeonnted men fitted to
honor our highest offices. And as our
ehiet source of greatness in the past
hos been in the cherishing freedom
which has stimulated that citizetesbits•
so will our hope for the future be in
the continuance of that freedom."
Getting More Than Their Share.
(Indianapolis News)
The statistic, showing that es-ere
person in the United States con-
sumed moose than half his wriest in
strgar, last year must not be taken
too literally. Possibly some of the
lawmakers and insurance met got a
little more than their statistical share.
Where It Is Really Cold.
,Kennebee, Me., Journal.)
A Bangor man in his effort to
describe the coldest place in the
world spoke of a shed that was 'too
cold to keep wood in," and this nas
the limit until this correspondence
came in from Mlaunt Desert concern-
ing the weather down there last week:
"A fisherman of Otter creek sars a
big codfish was so attracted by the
warmth of a gasoline heater in his
dory that it jumped into the boat
and tried to wrap itself around the
heater. It froze in a half circle. Jed
Jerkins of Trenton went to the barn
to water his stock. He fell and upset
the pal. Before he could step out of
the wster his boots froze to the floor.
lie had to lake his boots off to get
away"
Physicians and Night Calls.
(Boston Herald.)
There are some physicians who ,sy
that they are no longer obliged to an-
swer night calls and, that no case,
however urgept, would drag. ,thenf
icom bed. Thus do they cast re-
proach on a most honorable profes-
sion. To one groaning over tbe duty
of lending aid at an "unseasonable"
hour the answer might be given that
was made to the policemen in "The
Pirate of Penzance." -You should
have thought of that before you
joined the force." Men, women and
children will mit always be consider-
ate. They will fall sick at t in the
morning. Pains will not always wait
for the sun. Death has a fine dis-
regard for clocks and for house doors
securely bolted and even provided
with the latest and most ingenious
locks.
ABOUT PEOPLE.
Ida Nielson, the Danish actress,
just arrived on this side, is 6o years
of age, and has appeared in nearly all
of lbsen's leading female roles.
George Compere has returned from
China with a parasite that will speed-
ily destroy the red scale that has ever
been such a pest to the citrus groves
of California.
Toranosuke Ferukawa is one of the
gifted students of Columbia Univer-
sity-, wit'h millions at his disposal. At
his majority he will become sole pos-
sessor of the largest mining interests
in the orient.
Chatfield-Taylor's first idea was to
write a novel around Moliere's domes-
tic complications, and nearly half the
eisccessful biography of the "French
Shakespeare" is virtually the romance
as first Jesigned.
The Queen of Illolland has initiated)
a daily religious service at the palace
ip The Hague, which is onen to every ;
member of her household, from the
grand Chamberlain to the butler. The
queen takes her scat at a small table
in the dirvino room and -begins by
reading a Psalm, which is afterward
sung by all present. She then reads
a chapter from the Scriptures, and
the service closesswith a 'hymn.
Said to We've a Web as Large as
Twine-0. L. Gregory Said
to be Figuring for Farm.
Col. Oscar L. Gregory, the vinegar
king, expects to reap a vast fortune
by the Introduction of a new and
sensational industry in this section,
aad which will make Paducah one
of the most famous spots in America,
According to a rumor he has set on
foot a plan to replace the hemp in-
dustry by the use of giant African
spiders.
According to Col. Gregory, the
Dark Continent produces a spider
'whictb, at maturity, is the 9itt of a
Maltese cat, and weaves a Web of
strands as large as broom twine.
These spiders, he declares, are easily
domesticated, and are fairly intelli-
gent. The natives have utilized the
ss ebs for fishing seines. A letter
from an African scientist says that
the spiders can be raised in incuba-
"JAS" stock company is to be formed
by Col. Gregory and Thomas C.
1,esch to carry on the indusgry, isd
an option has been obtained on a
&coo acre farm near the Noble tract
whine the ,spielers will be housed
upon their arrival.
As a by-product, the eggs of the
elephantine insects will be sold for
marbles. The females lay from zoo
to 335 eggs a week, and they are as
hard as flint and perfect spheres.
lie shells are beautifully colored. re-
sembling the best so-cent "shooters"
eicd by boys as 'taws
LITTLE BROTHERS OF THE
RICH
-Little Brothers of the Rich- is the
designation applied to a class of suave
young men who in these latter times
understand the deft art of capitalizing
their good manners and inherited or
acquired school prestige, The Brook-
lyn Eagle prints an advertisement
taken from one of its contemporaries
that, it says, bears indication of hav-
ing been inserted by one of this class.
It reads es follows:
Young gentleman, 22 years of age,
desires position to assist the mans
•••
JUDGE EDWARD PURYEAR HAS HIS CORPS AT WORK NOT-
ING HOW MANY FEET OF GROUND EACH PARTY OWNS
INSIDE THE SEWERAGE DISTRICT NO. a THAT IS NOW
BEING CONSTRUCTED, THE DESCRIPTION BEING FOR
USE BY CITY ENGINEER WASHINGTON IN PRORATING
THE COST TO EACH LAND OWNER—LABORERS NOW DIG-
GING HUGE TRENCHES UN DER RAILROAD TRACKS TN
THE ILLINOIS CENTRAL YARDS.
judge Eddward Puryear, the attor-
ney and Abstract man, has his corps
of clerks at work getting up descrip-
tions of every piece of property in-
cluded in the No. 2 sanitary sewer-
age district now being laid. The
Mtge is getting the descriptions to
feenIsh them to City Engineer Wash-
ington for use When the total cost of
the system is apportioned among the
parties owning property within the
district.
When the sewerage is completed
the total cost is then made known
to the city engineer by the contrac-
tor doing the work. The engineer
thin figures up the total number of
feet of ground within the sewered
territory, lie then divides the total
cost of tlie district into the toil num-
ber of feet of land lying within the
territory, and thus works out the
amount of sewer expense to be
charged up against each foot of land
eithin the boundaries. Then there
is charged se e against each property
owner his part of the sxpense, ac-
cording to the number of fret of land
he °an% in the district. The cost
of the new sewers is to be paid for
according to the superficial foot.
'therefore if the expense figures out
az. so per superficial foot, and a man
owns fifty square feet of ground, his
pe soon of the expense is $75.
Judge Puryear has been given the
contract by the city to look over the
c:eed books in the county clerk's of-
fice. These books show the dimen-
sions of every piece of ground in the
city. lie takes off the dessription
of those plots lying within the dis-
trict, and furnishes same to Engineer
‘Vashington, who can very easily cal-
ctslate how much each land owner has
to pay for the sews.... when the work
complete.
Mr Puryear is 'lasing his assis-
NARROW ESCAPE.
ger of an uptown broker's office; has
month to prove his usefulness and to
best social position and some imme-
diate following: mai salary for one
Eatablishment Yesterday.
Rhodes-Burford
show that he has valuable friends.
Apply-, etc.
What this young man proposes ac-
cording to the Eagle's interpretation
of the advertisement. Is to work his
frieuds for the benefit of his , em-
ployer. lie does not like to work
himself. fie know rich people ;so I-
out business acumen whom he can in- lot valuable rugs on the second floor.
duce to make investments and sonic They were burning rapidly when the
who hale the acumen willingly to pay flame eas discovered, and the de-
for his social favors, The Eagle partment summoned. With the email
'says: hand chemical apparatus the station-
"Put him into a machine shop and men extinguished the flame.
he would spoil vith his lily-white The rugs are ruined by the fire and
hands, material ten times the ValtIC the loss will run up to nearly Stoo
of what a real man could aCCOTI- fully covered by insurance.
plish in the same place. Put him,
into a law office and he would merely ESCAPES A LEMON SHGWER ,
waste his time. Try him as a teacher —
and he would fail Send him out as  li
CARNEGIE ORDERED 'BY
COURT TO PAY $ea.
t'ants to gradually do this work slur-.
mg their spare time, so as to Inc
vent a rush and have the undertaking
completed by next tall, when the row
distiict will have been conpleted, and a
the tin* then arrive la Prorating ii
ostthe c among the pr4erty owner..
toneractor Bridges' leen are now
at y!nrk digging,. trenches under tl
Illinois Central 'tracks In the yardif
%%here Kentucky avenue would pass
flt.sistigh if extended from Verenin.
ts Twelfth streets. The sewer mains
lass under fhe tracks and to do this
treaches are being dug. The mains
there are. of unusually •kiesi,
s.ze, and made of brick. The "over-
flow' cans'''. Vie .water empty
from the mains into the deep hollow
%hie h runs -right ee.to Keyway av-
rnue and Ekventh streets, arid rhis
being the chiettenttinui for that pur-
pose, the main& are made of brick.
and large enough to walk a horse
through them. Sti the nsaina•get far-
ther from the deep hollow, beck tin-
der the streets, they become smaller,
emit their size reduces to that id the.
large terra cotta piping ordinarily
tied.
The water backing from the river
through Island creek and into this'
deep hollow ending at Eleventh and'
Kentucky stymie has gone down.
therefore does not inconvenience the
Lborers, who were run out of that
sectlon with their work when the
river was at its highest.
During this pretty weaeier the
contractor is making great headway
with his work, but it will be the mist-
'e a nest summer before the entre.
oistrict is laid.
The total cost of the system will
Ise 'something like $m, one fifth.
ct 'Stich the Illinois Central r2i1roary
pays, as the system touthes their




ment of North Fourth stecet had a
narrow escape from quite a costly fire
yesterlay afternoon, but quick action
on part of the fire department pre-
sented much dannge being done. It
seems that from a stose tine. oirmine
up through the house, started the
tire which ignited the end of a stack
Soubrette Changes the Lines in er-
a reporter and he would write about Sone and Confounds Students.
some man 'jumping from High Bridge
and landing inthe East River,' or tell Ann Arbor. Nlich., Feb. ti—It is
you solcmly that 'a cortege of fifty not often that a soubrette can get the
carriages followed the body to the best of a crowd of college students
cemetery and wilt there interred.' bent upon guying a show, yet a girl
But in the gold mine !securities field . named Blossom Robinson did it so
his friends come in handy. They have ' neatly at the Bijou a few nights ago
money to invest. Being his friends s that it made thc collegians look like
they are not business persons. They ,o cents. They applauded her. In
will fall to any snare. He will play fact, she got a melon instead of a
the decoy to perfection. This younst i lemon.
gentleman's ambition's are not "'al- In one of her songs there seer the
ted. They are even sordid. But if words "And I got a lemon in the
he has the friends he will succeed. garden of love." Some students oho
Ire is 0”.. of a curiously increasing. have berm regular attendants during
but strikingly un-American, Oats the week conceived the idea that it
, The 'Little
.
 Brothers of the Rich would l e a bright thing to do to toss
I deserve more attention than they have the acidiferous fruit upon the stageeves. received in the world of philos- at her. They appeared in force and
-each one had a lemon in his pocket.
But the press agent and ossistant
manager of the theater got a tip as
to what was on the schedule and
bricks is not distinguishable, but the hantening back to the stage told Blos-
law does not reach his case; he has som to change her lines in the song.
1 
no fear of a term in a state prison When she came to the words where
and he will live better and have mach it was the cue to pass up the furit
New York, Feb. 13.—By the terms
of a decision handed down by Justice
Giesserich in the supreme court today.-
Andrew Carnegie must pay leo to the
commissioners of tax and assess-
ment, unless he wants their motion to
have a writ of certiorari, which ase-
eently obtained to review the4r actions
in assessing his property for the pus-
nose of taxation quashed. MT. Car-
negie most also amend the petition on
which he obtained the weit of cer-
tiorari so as to conform 4  the tech-
nical requirements of the 1, s Unless
arr. Carnecrie turns AVM $50, to the
rommissioners and so amends his pe-
tition the writ will be quashed, with
costs against him-. In any 'event Mr,
Carnsosie is money out of pocket
ophy and sociolosos."
The moral eiifference between one
of this class and. the straight-out con-
fidence ry ld
mrsre adislat•irrn from an army of sy-
cophantic social climbers than the
hrsaast roof ennoble worker.
•New York is a field in which a
gosling of this kind can rile his ques-
tionable vocation to much better ad-
vantage th,ail in the rirnarinees hitt he
is not unknown outside of the me-
tronsaie Three "1 ;trip Peothers of
the Ride" like bees about the flowers,
are likely to be Ovoid whe•-over there
is material for them to gather sweets.
No turban comesomitv in whirls there
is an organized society with its
cer esticre rt, a premium_ is entirely free
rhoefraome esieninOn its4 the seceora.
ire is a constant sensinder Of the lilies
of the valley as referred to irOthe
eerintoral -iltiteteation and. the dee-
nair of the honest 'ra esnausie
aneqt. man whose labor brings eel
elieht shining results.—Nashville Ban-
ner. -/
ADVERTIQR T'" . 7" RECLIBTERt
AND GET RESULTS.
she sang: "And I got a box of choco-
lates in the garden of love."
The lemons went back into the
pockets of the collegians and the
soubrette found a five-pound box of
chocolates at the desk at her hotel
when she went there after the per-
formance.
DREAM CAME TRUE.
Kentuckian Found Over $3,000 Hid-
den in a Ifollow Tree.
Rockport, Ky., Feb. 13.—A few
nights ago,4ohn Vartfliver, a _prosper:a
ous farmer, living near Paradise.
dreamed that a large amount of
money was buried in a hollow tree on
his farm. The dream seemed so real
that he concluded to search for the
Iree,swhich he soon located. A tin
van was found in the hollow, which
contained over $3,000 in gold and
greenbacks. Mr. Vandiver is at a loss
to know who the original owner of
the money was
INTERESTING INIZTING.
The following list of subjects will
be presented for consideration at the
meeting of the W. C. T. U. this
afternoon at three o'clock in the lec-
ture room of the First Baptist church,
ender the department of lifedkal
Temperance. Mrs. Emma Byrd super-
intendent.
A report of the status of the tem-
perance movement at the beginnings
of tone.
How medical tempe-ance ranee to
be one of the forty-eight deoartment'
of W. C. T. U. work.
A comparison of the effects of beer
and light wines-with distilled liquors
Medicinal attbstitutes for alcoholic
preecriotions
Decrease of the.. Ufe of beer in
Cf:-m.126
BULLET DROPS FROM NOSE
Carried for horty-Fcrar Years by
Drummer Boy of Fredericksburg
Philadelphis. Pa., Feb. 12 —A builct
that .vas imbedded in the nose of
Joseph E. Carr, a veteran of the civil 41
war, for more than forty-fire stare
became dislodged a few days ago ‘'W
cc bile the soldier was lying on a couch
in his loom.
Carr enlisted as a drummer boy
when he was 75 years of are in com-
pany F. Eighty-first Permeylvanie
regiment. At the battle of Fred-
ericksburg. Dee. 11 Alia in his eager-
ness to get into the fight he dropped
his drum and picked up a musket dis-
carded by a fallen. comrade and was
soon in the thickest of the battle.
He was making ti gallant fight when
he was struck by a bullet on his nose.
All efforts to remove it proved futile,
however, and the wound healed with
•he ball of lead inside. He served
faithfkille throughotft the war and •
was commended on various occasions,
by his 'superior officers for his bravery.
At the close of the war Carr con-
etilted a number of sPecialists in an
effoort to have the bullet dislodged.
Mans- remedies were also tried. but ,
the ball could not be removed. Ti' 1°11'
a•as while lying asleep with his face
downward on a couch in his home
a few days ago that the bullet fell
from its long reefing place. Carr
awoke to find something heavy in his
rik'suth. He tea; more snowised, how-
ever, when he discovered that the-
lurnp in the upper portiOn of his nose 0
that was caused by the bullet had dis-
appeared. At tho Colonel James Ash-'
worth post, No 334. G. A. R., Franksii,ei
ford avenue and Church streets, hi;'
count-asks tendered him a banotret.
His Comrades were notch interested In i
hie account of the discharge of the
bullet. The bullet is highly prized
by the veteran, hut hereafter. he will
carry it as a watch fob.
Mr. Carr is widely known in. Frank-
lied and holds a responsible position
























































































































Mrs..fnto G. Singleton of .North
Sixth leaves today for a t•everal
%seeks sista in (lasakeviale, Tent,.
•
There are many Special new
things on sale now
at our store
317 Broadway. - Exclusive Ready-to-Wear
- 
•
Among some of the beat values are cur Children's Coats in Tans,
Reds, Browns. Blues or naixt urea, formerly worth ds.00 to dilLoe









NOW MISSES HIS VALUABLES
CLAIMS THAT HE WAS ROBBED OF HIS Eras GOLD WATCH,
TWO FINE REVOLVERS, AND $3o0 IN MONEY BY WIL-
LIAM AND EDWARD MART IN, WITH WHOM HE "TOOK
IN THE SIGHTS", AND FR OM WHOM THE TIMEPIECE
AND ONE PISTOL WERE RECOVERED LAST li.VENING-e-
ONE NEGRO ROUSTABOUT SHOT ANOTHER ON STEAM-
ER JOHN S. HOPKINS—GEORGE BAINS, THE-STEAMBOAT
STEWARD, FELL BY THE WAYSIDE AGAIN—POLICE NEWS:
If J. II'. Goodman of West Ten-
aessee had found his brother, Thom-
as Goodman, the barber, when the
former arrived here Tuesday night,
he would have becn wealthier by
boo, a gold watch and two revolvers.
As it is, by missing connection with
his barber brother in Mechanicsburgh
the Tennessecan is out the valuables
mentioned above with exception of
the timepiece and one pistol which
were recovered. He claims that Will
and Edward Martin, brothers, robbed
hint of the valuables while he was
out yesterday with them, taking a
drive over the city seeing the sights,
and incidentally taking a good many
drinks to lighten their worldly bur-
dens. Officers Johnson and Cross
(By Ella Wheeler 'Wi)cox.) 'arrested the brothers on Second near
All love that has not friendship for its Washington street early last evening.
• base 1: ad they are now in the county jail
Ti like a mansion built upon the awaiting trial this morning before
Mrs. ,Gasear .Ripiey, Jr.. and Miss • sand I the police court judge.
Katherime Donegan have gone to Though brave its walls as any in S. H. Goodman is a man of about1
Parise Tents, to visit the latter's, the land, las years of age and arrived here from
b-other. Mt. Patrick .Dasegan. . And its tell turrets lift their heads in j his home in West Tennessee, Tues-
Golonat Glee G. Stagleton, the cap- grace; I day evening. He went up to Me-
least and pobtician, has gone to Hot Though skillful and accomplished ar- chanicsburg to see his brother, Tom
Springs, Ark., to rest up several tists trace Goodman the barber, but the latter
weeks and get in cool condition for Most beautiful design on every land had closed his sNop for the night,
the% attemostr's ,politteal campaign. And gleaming statues in dim niebes so the visitor decided to come on
Mrs. John Hall, of Grahainville, is stand, clown to the New Richmond hotel.
visiting her brother, Mr. James Lane. .1nd fountains play in some flow'r- spend the night and go back up to
the clothier. ladden place; I Ii., brother's place yesterday. Acting
Mu Beasie Lou. Watts tad Mrs. i :fti this decision, the brother stayed at
If. 0. Robertson spent yesterday with
*as Katie Walker, of the Maxon
Mill section, of the county.
Colossal Victor Van de Male will re-
turn tonight front a drumming twin to
Tennessee.
Mt. Bed Quarles and trite left yea-
teiday for a tour through the south dust,
au.] Cubs. I Love, to endure life's sorrow and
Master John Campbell II/Tired
heats the Wincheater, Va.. college last
night to attend the bedside of his
lack mother. Moo Bertie Campbell,
who is better. Mrs Campbell is ex-
peAed today from Virginia.
Mr. Mike Holehan. of Trimble
afreet, has glace to Birmingham. Ala.,
to locate.
Mr. Joseph McKee of DeSoto.
returne home esterday after people who fail to find entertainmentd y 
%point*: Ifirs. India Johnson. Alit. in the discussion of the graver sub-
James M. Lang and Miss Flora Mc. jecte. there is scarcely mind na
'earth that does not respond to the
Miss Nell Baker of Evansville
Kee. hi% si %tee .
'thoucht of home life. with its innumeris
able aisociatione, sweet or sad, grave• sisieng her sister Mrs. Hugh Crouse
of 417 Washington street. for gay. agreeable or painful.
Mesdames IL E. Janson and 1. The old idea that all greatness of
intellect must be linked with cranti-Charlen Carney of Mayfield returned
nese of disnoeition has never annealedhome last evening. after visiting Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Martin of Twelfth 
to me. It is a pernicious doctrine and
and Monroe.
Mr. Max Wolff has returned from
a southern drumming trip.
Mr. J.M. Walton and wife re-
turned from visiting in Oklahoma.
Mrs. Mollie Powell of Princeton is
let, when irons the frowning east a
sudden gust
Of adverse fate is blown, or sad
rains fall
Day in. day out, against its yielding
u-all,
Leif the fair structure crunthles to the
earth's woe.
Needs friendship's solid otasonworic
below.
Doineatic lose and happiness is sup-
posed- to be ore of the lesser themes
to interett the intellectual mind: sub-
jective to religious, social and politi-
cal questions.
Yet %Chile there are thousands of
ought not to be preached in the hear-
ing of the young.
One of our most brilliant literary
men in the line of wit and 'humor was
a miracle of love and devotion to a
hopelessly crinnled wife during her
long years of invalidism '
visiting her son, Dr. Otho Powell. Such men are worthy of haying
il-e dentist. modern coeiety established in their
Miss Bessie Green is in Mayfield honor. entitled "The Knight' of the
st,iting her mother. • • New Round Table." where the chief
Mr. Louis L. Bebout, the insurance pride of each member should be that
man, went o Louisville this morning he. kept a clean name and an unsullied
to be present today at the meeting home life.
oi the rpeublican slate central corn- i The great endearing loves of life
mittee, which selects the time and ' are not composed of passion, admira-1 manner of naming the party ticket tion romance and sentiment alone
iv; state offices. Mr. Bebout is one All these element% are contained in
of West Kentucky's leading republi- a great lose. but under all moat be
cans. the solid fooridation of iriendshio.
Miss. Mabel C. Moss of Woodville A husband must be his wife's best
i4 visiting her cousin, Mrs. Lela friend, a wife a husband's best friend,
Itrookshire of Jackson street. if either ',meets& to live up to the
Mr. Robert Draffen and family hirhest ideal of love and companion-
have returned from visiting in may. shin to the end of life.
field. To begin as the friend and to lie -
R • velem into the lover is not so ideal
few days in Jackson, Tenn. relationabin as to begin as the lover
Judge R. T. Lightfoot goes to and to have the clement of friendship
Dawson tomorrow for a sojourn, evolve liter a flower out of the coarser
Dr. H. A. Smith yesterday went stalk °; °asci°11-
to Vincenruas. Ind., for a wall All the lover reslires in the first
• Mr. R. J. Turnbull yesterday Went ard"t °hag" a at ;W421112'11011 is his
to Louisville on business. des;re to Posaess the woman heloves.
Judge L'. H. Jimes of Marion, Ky., . Put after be 
becomes 
beHle"and'
Wi here yesterday on busineee. He if he is a strong and noble character.fl
:led she. is ie aey degree worthy ofis the father of Congressman 011ie
James of this district. his lore. be atiould feel _an imnulse to
es. J. W. Blackard is spending a a
•
gtief that hat overtaken you and
though yon ere earripalled to mourn
' the loss of this one who was your
comnanion and partner in life,
yessalti enneole with the assurance that
there is another vho sympathizes with
yaw and lobe seeks so embrace you in
•the a'rene''of unfallinw love." To this
the bereaved man replied by asking,
er-l'aitehe eared into the minister's face.
I'mr- 'What's her wattle"
-. Messrs. Earl and Al Foreman have
:returned from Chicago.
Mils Lizzie Dycus of Iuka and
Miss Mamie Johnson of Calvert City
see visiting Miss Edmonia Bennett
af Harrison staeet.
Wanted to Know Her Name.
'A minister of this town, says- the
Fulton, Mix; Gazette, was moved by
the grief of a husband whose wife was
" to be tatitied; and sotwtht to commiser-
ate him in the following mannesa,. Only when the wile tealizee that
ow—broom', I know that this is 4.,;,fantist'liErY'be thiLltiere sweetheart
rir nlavrcs;te of lane luis-
hand. hitt his hest friend lemaing to-
ward 'tie basheet vood ever...way
even whets it means tentriorary toreat.
fatties.; of self and personal nleaeure.
can she know what the perfection of
icnrestic union is.
t:le hotel at First and Broadway
all night and yesterday morning fell
in with Ed and 1Vill Martin, who
;re laborers at the dry docks 'plant
when they work. Goodman seemed
to like Ins atrange company, and
shortly before noon hired a vehicle
and all started out to see the town.
They visited first one saloon then
another until Goodman was very
erunk. They were up on the South
Siete some place, standing on the
gtound beside the vehicle, when Will
Martin suddenly jumped into it and
drove away rapidly, while Ed Martin
decamped also. Goodman was de-
serted, and finally found his way to
his brottter's shop. lie then discos--
Sortie Pork.
George Davis, of Lewistown, was
in the city Saturday and reported the
killing of an elven-month-old hog
last week which weighed 3.455 pounds
From the fat of the hog Mr. Davis
rendered fifteen gallons of nice lard.
This is a pretty good report in the
cork line for Caldwell county.—Prin-
celon Leader
Treatment for the Eyes.
"You told me your husband had
large fine cycs. I didn't notice it."
'Wait a minute or two, till the mil-
liner comes along n ith my new hat
and the bill."—afeggendorfer Blaetter.
Why Should They?
Mistress' Babette, when I was
driving in the park the other day
saw a nurse allow a policeman to
kiss a child. I hope you never allow
such a thing."
Babette—"Non, madam; no polize-
awn would think of keesing me child
ven I vat zerc."—Tit-Bits.
Heavens!
"It Mike Clancy here?" aaked the
visitor at the quarry, just after the
premature explosion.
"No, sor," replied Costigan; ''he's
gone.''
"For good?"
"Well, sot, he vsint in that direc-
tion."--Tit-Bits.
The Only Attraction.
"Is your husband going with you
to the concertr
"Oh no! He's not interested in hats
and frocks."—afeggendorfer Blactter.
•
He Worked Like a Trojan for Them,
Too.
Wonder who was the first woman
to get her gowns from Paris?"
he her feienii—to helo her in every "Helen of Troy, no doubt."--Boston
war nossilde to grow toward lovely Transcript.
and nerfect womanhood: to protect
her from unnecessary tronble, and to
sustain her through all the -ills and
trials which fall nitturally to the moral
meets lilt counsels. suavrations and
the hticisand's wish and ourooae, and
Wher the wife realiris That this 14
Droteroiye ;mindere with conadenre
and ferat;toite domestic love reaches
an altitude inanosaible to be attained
throne% any other cootie.
Peraans werinle would het-erre
fi..einti if they didn't attempt to write't
poetry. / ,
Waitress—"Did yOit say the meat
was tough, sir?" Customer—"Toughl
Why, I can't stick my fork in the
gravy!"—Iiluatrated, Bits.
There are Persian miners who take
verdigris as a stimulant.
ered that he was minus two revolvers,
a fine gold watch, and two in money.
The robbed man then came down
to police headquarters and lodged
the charge, accusing the brothers, of
steaffrig his valuables. The officers
began looking for the Martins mid
found them last evening early near
Second and Washington in a vehicle
with a woman. The two were -taken
to the city hall and the police found
the watch on Will Martin, while a
twenty-two calibre revolver was
found in the vehicle. Nothing could
Le learned of the Saco and ether
pistol.
The Martins were locked up and
claim that Goodman left the watch
and revolver with them to keep for
him while he was drunk, arid that
they dad not take the valuables,
neither do they know what became
of the money and other pistol.
• Tom Goodman then took his
brother home with him, and he is




THE KALESOPHIC CLUB MEETS
WITH .MISS ELIZABETH
SINNOTT.
Negro Knot at Another.
Yesterday the steamer John S.
Hopkins returned from Evansville,
ace Officers Johnson and Cross in-
vestigated the shooting reported to
hawk occurred aboard the steamer
when she %as here Monday at the
wharf. The patrolmen discovered
that instead of the mate firing at any-
body, tau negroes had trouble on
the steamer, arid one shot at the
other, but missed hi Auk. Both
darkits were then compelled to leave '
the craft and -have not been seen
s ace
Stewart in Again.
George Bain:, the steamboat stew-
ard, Was locked up again last evening
by Officer Johnson and Officer Ter-
rell on the charge of being drunk.
They found him sitting on the side-
walk on Kentusky avenue between
Th:rd and Fourth streets. He was
arrested several nights ago for in-
visitation. and fined in the court.
but quickly fell by the wayside again.
TAKING EVIDENCE
IN SHIPP CASE
Several Witnesses Examined Ai
Opening of Tneinirg Ry Cotr.mis-
sioner Maher.
Cha•tanourra. Feb. ot—Taking of
evidenee in the cases of'Sheriff J. F.
Shipp, of this county, a number of
his deputica and ten alleged members
of the mob, for contempt of the su-
preme court of the United States: was
begun this afternoon at 2 o'clock be-
fore Special Commissioner J. D.
Maher. who is assistant clerk of the
supreme court. The government is
represented by Assistant Attorney
General E. T. Sanford. and the sheriff
and his denuties by Robert Pritchard,
while s•ariotts lawyers represent the
other defendants.
Want to See Hanging of Negro.'
Barbourville. Ky.. Feb. tt—Officers
left here tonight for Lexington and
will return with the nowro Tames Fitz-
gerald. who will be hanged Friday for
the murder of Mrs. Robert Brough-
ton. It is improbable that troops will
be requested to preserve order. Of
the thousands who have applied for
tickets to witness the execution only
one nerro has asked to be admitted.
Sheriff D. H. Williams will be in
charge of the execution. The noose
which will be employed has already
been need at one hanging, which oc-
curred in Harlan county three years
ago.
While thousands have requested
tickets fifty only will be given out.
Miners from the coal mining districtt,
friends of 'he muraTa-ed woman, are
expected in large numbers.
Fitzgerald, unless he has greatly
changed since his trial and convic-
tion, will take his fate indifferently.
While in jail here and surroanded by
troops, he made small nooses from
)eieces of twine, and seemed to en-
joy his notoriety.
The Indiana legislature is consider-
ing a bill to ten bachelors over fort)
years of age at the rate of $10 an
Miss Minnie Schwarz and Mr. Sydney
Loeb Marry Today at Oklahoma
City—Social Matters,
The Kalesophie club meets tomor-
tow morning with Miss Elizabeth
Sinnott of North Ninth.
Entre Nous Club,
Miss Ethel Brooks of North Sev-
enth, will, entertain the Entre Nous
club this afternoon.
Schwarx-Loeb.
Miss Minnie Schwarz of Oklahoma
City and Mr. Sydney Loeb of Padu-
cah, marry today at the bride's home
in Oklahoma tit-, and immediately
afterwards the couple leave for an
Eastern bridal tour to New York,
Niagara, 'Washingtein and other
points, before returning here to re-
side at the Loeb home on Fifth and
Broadway. They reach Paducah
about March 1.
Dare. This Evening.
Evergreen circle of the Woodmen
of the World, gives its dance thia
evening at the Central Labor hall on
North Fourth street. It will be a
St. Valentine affair.
Irlorrnel Affairs.
This evening a number of informal
entertainments will he riven over the
citv, celebrative of St. Valentine days
and the time will be happily ahiled
away.
Civic Department
The Civic Department of The
Woman's club, meets at to o'clock
this 'morning with Adine Morton, of
Broadnay near Twelfth street,
aMIN1.
Entertainment Progress-
! The Oterrh Furnishing society of
the First Christian church, wit! render
the following program at tomorrow
night's entertainment to be riven at
the chnreh Sunday school room, and
to which everybody is ins-ited7
Trio. violin, cornet and 0128110--Mr
Clark nondurant. Master Robert Bon-
dy-ant and Miss Mary Bondrwant.
Vrwat Roheer Scott
Pec;t1tion—‘ry Will;anv Rraaelton.
Piano Duct---M's Adali Bra:chilli
and Mrs. George B. Hare
Vfleal etuartette--Mise Mantle
Dees-fuss, My'. Lela Wade I ewis.
areeers. Emmett Ilagby and Curtis
Pratt-,
Vocal eolo—Viss Vamie Dees-faits.
Ree;tetUan.--Miss Pronks Smith.
Vfle,1 soln with yiotin ohl;nation
artel Pi:inn and efirnett aero•nnion:rolent
T el. W-ide 7 ewiS. soloist Mr.
nark Rondurint. yjcilin. 1,11.-,7
PnnAttrent piano, and Robert Rondo-.
rant. cornet.
Cornet solo-- Master Robert Bon
durant.
Canteide Coimle Wed.
11,fiss C.nleirn T-irb-son and af
Albert Crane of Tluncirdn. Ill 
here and were annrried vesteril-ie at
Pi rese,,Pe of NW-r. r of
Twenty-frmrth and 11rna4urav. lw
yey. I. C Shelton of the Christian
•4,urch The newly married couple
returned honk yesterday.
Lent &warn Yesterday.
yettetibv was the beainning of the
eaten season and for forty days
things will be quiet socially.
•Pt-sternal Sorenid.
The r o' Reaekah met
last evenim at re r-aternity buildina
ana after • 'se area session, in-
saiteed in a delightful social during
which tempting refitesiinagnte were
served.
Neer Varmint Is Man.
(Fareaa. Kan.. Messenger.)
Wouldn't there be a roar when men
went home to their meils if they had
to climb up on a high stool in front
of a table on which there was no
cloth and cat their meals in that fash-
ion? Yet a majority of men when
they go to a restaurant to eat will
pick nut the highest stool and feed-
board with no cloth on its in prefer-
ence- to a comfortable chair and a
cloth-covered table. A man will bor-
row a chew of tobacco and most of
them will set their teeth into the
plug right where some other man
has gnawed out a chew. Offer them
a piece of pie at home from which
the wife or one of the children has
taken a bite and they would holler
their heads off. At home such a lei-






Prevents and Cures Chap-
ped Rough Skin. Makes
2the skin soft, smooth and
white. Sentoves all blem-




For Sale only at. . rl-
BACON2S
DRUG STORE
rtruartruarumn rut roan+ Linen
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ViSit build to suit torinaut South
West corner Kentucky ave and
Fourth stieet. Miost promising re-
tail corner in Paducah.
Geo. C. Hughes, Old Phone
FOR SALE—Drug stair. stock and
show cases at a bargain. Apply at
the Register.
For up-to-date cleaning uail ptes.,
ing garments go to S010:100o the Tail-
or, 113 South Third St. Two "phone..
FOR RENT—New. beic)c. , house
2311 Jefferson-6 desirable rooms
very desirable place. by tuonth or
year. Apply J. B. HALL
WiliITTEMORE REAL ESTATE
AGENCY Fraternity
FOR RENT—Elegant flats, Sew
end) and Broadway. Apply to IL &I
Scott.
WANTED FOR U. S. ARMY—.
Able-bodied unmarried men betweea
ages of 21 and 15; citiaens of Usite4
States, of good character and tem-
?crate habits, who can speak, read
and write English. For information
apply to Recruiting Officer. New
, Richmond House, Paducah. Ky.
Expert Accountant
MU post, examine, systematize sad
audit books by the day, week or the
lob. Terms rea.onable.




Paducah R, al Estate. Western Kai-
tucky Farms. Easy Monthly Pay-
ment Lets for Investment. Western
kentuciry Real Estate Journal and
Price List Fr_ to Everybody. Send
for it. OT•ce 7raternity Building.
EDGAr. V.'. WHITTEMORE, Padu-
cah. Ey. •
cup from which one of the family
has been drinking. Call him into the
back stall of a dirty old livery barn,
pull out a bottle and he will stick
the neck of the bottle half way down
his throat in order to get a swig
after a dozen other felows have had
the neck of the same bottle in their
mouths.
Muddled Memories.
Among the gems of a recent collec-
tion of school boy "howlers,” are the
following:
Charon was a man who fried souls
over the sticks.
The heart is over the ribs in the
midst of the borax.
A thermometer is an instrumCnt for
measuring temperature.
The snow line stretches from the
north pole to the south pole, and
where it crosses the Alps and the
Himalayas it is many thousand feet
high in the air.
"lioni soit qui mal y pense."—Let
him be honored who thinks evil.
A toga is a se-t of naval officer
usually found in China or Japan.
Contralto is a low sort of music
which only ladies sing.—ArgonauL
Best Kentucky and Illinois Coal
Also dealer in Linti and Cement. Agent 'for Waiitehall and Agatite Cement
1.1soKING OFIK.1411.NT"
H. M. CUNNINGHAM











Just sample any other per-
fume in town and then procure
the same odor from us. You'll
ray there is a great difference:
"THERE'S A REASON." We
know how to buy perfumes.
We know how to store per-
fumes. We know how to show
you perfumes. Our knowledge
of these requisites is what en-
able us to give you perfumes
that have not detoriated mince









because it irons srnothly, not
rough.
Second.
TI e button holes, or stud
holes match.
Third.
Negligee shirts with buttons
are ironed perfectly and with-
out injury.
Fourth.
It irons either etiff or pleated
bosoms like new, and the
"hemp" so often seen is miss-
in(.
No other like it in West Ken-
tucky Satisfy yourself by








Hizhest Prices Paid for Second-Hand
STOVES AND FURNITURE
Buy anything and sell gverydnog.
aill-tao Court Street. Old now
in europe Means
Ruin
(By Foreign Minister Tiltoni. Italy.)
Therefore the Italian government's
policy is to maintain and strengthen
the triple alliance, and also to main-
tain and strengthen her friendship
with i France and Great Britain. The
success of this policy is only assured
on condition that we exercise the
greatest sincerity and loyalty in our
relations with Germany and France.
The tripk alliance will continue to
be the basis of our policy, and this
is sufficient to show that those who,
judging by mere appearances, think
they see a weakening of the triple
alliance and predict its approaching
end arc mistaken.
It has been said that the triple al-
liance has beets modified, or trans-
formed. and that it has become essen-
tially a peaceful alliance. The alli-
ance has always been peaceful. Its
most precious feature is that it is an
efficacious instrument of peace, and
the more so since its existence has
been generally known. But this does
not prevent the most friendly rela-
tions with outside powers.
BOOKS ARE THE
TRUMPS IN CUPID'S
GAME THIS YEAR Their Topsy Turvy Customs Find
Defenders Who Reason Well.
-......---
"When first I went to Japan I was
i
continuaily running across customs
and thinge which made the country a
Books are the trumps ill Cupid's veritable topsy turrydom to me," said
game this year. So if in doubt what a man uho has spent many years in
to send your sweetheart for a vajen. the Land of the Rieing Sun. "It
tine, buy one. You can go far wrong, looked as though the people went 
out
says the Henderson Gleaner.
It was many years ago that the
publieners began to recognize St. Val-
entities day as a miniature Christmas
so far as their -wares were concerned
ansl that thee were prophets is proved
by Ilk. many books end the beautiful
1
book* that have been bid upon the
counters and in the elem.-case' dur-
ing the last few years
There arc books for all kinds of
people and for all kinds of ,purses.
There ere small books that cost little
neeney. comparatively speaking at
least, and there are other small books
that preye the trite saying about the






* THE NATION. •••t
Doubt has been cast on the benefit
Italy derives from the triple alliance,
It was the triple alliance that per-
mitted us to preserve an independent
policy and thus saved us from the
bitter surprises which many nations,
including the Italians, have had when
isolated. Fidelity to the triple alli-
ance has permitted Italy to maintain
friendship with other powers, thus
insuring European peace,
Some persons have remarked that
the danger of political and- economic
antagonism between Germany and
Great Britain is creating an untena-
ble position for Italy. The powers
which form the triple alliance take
into account in Italy's interests the
necessity for constantly maintaiising
friendly relations with Great Britain.
That the relations between Great
Britain and Germany are improving
may be perceived in many incidents,
including the recent meeting between
King Edward and Emperor William.
Our relations with Germany are
'lased on absolute couality and also on
the greatest reciprocal regard and our
relations with Austiia are the same.
• LOGIC IN JAPANESE WAYS.
Are Recognized Now as the Most'
Appropriate Valentine Day
Gifts.
Chance for the Sentimentalist.
Does your idea of sentiment begin
and end with "Lucile?" It may be
ycntra. and then your sweethearts.
and if you are a true eentimentalist.
von will send her a copy bound in her
favorite color. lint if you are of•the
very elect. you will send her a copy
that matches the color of her eyes.
Ti will not he difficult to find
"Lucile" not only comes on forever.
hitt it come* in all eliadee. from the
whitest to the blackeet of Macke.
If cm are a sulphite you will revel
in the dainty books you nmy send
your eweetheaet. There are pretty
verses if you love her truly, and there
are three vetoes if you love her only
wisely, and there arc subtle ver"es.
which say little or notch. if you f ar
that von arc only one of =my.
All the books offered are not of
norms, real or alleged There are
dainty- little stories oinel oroverhe
nhich are ooractive And for your
• sweetheart to send to you there are
books that li•- ok like tobacco tioeches
and there are vetoes to "My Lady
C 0 N NEC. Nicotine."
Atter the books the nostal cards arc
 'the most heautifnl. There ale 
senti-
mental card-, and there are beeittifill
ear's. and there are cards with the
I
men and women borrowed irnm the





way. Day and Night
.....aultogrue School
NOW IS THE TIME
THIS IS f HE PLACE
PADUCAH CENTRAL
Excursion
St. Louis and Tennessee River Pack-
et company—the cheapest and bee
crecursion out of Paducah.
38IUUnn For the Round Trip toTennessee river & utter'
it is a trip of pleasure. condor
'and rest; good service, good tabl
good roams, etc. Boats leave eat*
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. •
For other information apply to Jag
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1PADUCAH. KENTUCKI
of their N ay in order to practice the
art of inversion. I was, however,
oiade to understand pretty quickly
that the Japanese was the right way
and that the west would cateh up
-nme day and learn to do things as
they did. Really there does appear
to be sonic reason in their statement
when you consider things from their
point oi
"For instance, a gentleman takes
! von to his stable to sel.' his homes.
; Upon walking in your are surprised to
find the horses' heads where we
imagine their tads ought to be.
I "The Japanese is very much too po-
lite to laugh at your expressed sur-
prise, but there ie at least satire in his
grave reply. 'Do you n think it
preferable when you enter a stable to
base the head of the horse convenient
to your hand rather than the other.
!the eonietimes kickiug
h "Or. taking the askIresaing of ;eters
as practiced there. This is how it
!would run ifyon were writing to a


















"Of course it looks absurd to us,
flu: your native friend will solemnly
draw your attention to the greats ad-
vantage it is to the postal people to
have the final deetination of the letter
appear at first, above everything else.
"Th • house furnishing is another
thing which surprises one at first. A
room will have perhaps one article of
furniture in it. It may be a crotly
vase or a lovely cabinet, but there will
be nothing else there. At the back of
the house is what is known as the
'go-downa a kind of superior lumber
room, and there may be any ainount
nut ;t he written ir! large letters of furniture stored away there.
ard plain that the so-called "comic"; "Tit- art or concentration is eo well
%olefin •••• ha; crone hopelessly out 4-4 taught by these extraordinary people
et te ate-e, • teesessible os find: that on,: thing at a time is conitidered
them, and when one does ic :4 easy , to be enough to look at. After a time
v they eases been left neer —a week, or possibly a month or two
Iron,' the itnet: of °eller i-e-rs. when . —another choice article from the go-
our ;flea* of tindneee ce- of lenr.nr clif- ' down replaces that one, which is
fe--1 Irons theize stored by in its turn. Traveled Jap-4 
.17r '4d-fashioned valentines. anese will often remark that when
of course. The torero; :Ina the bow- ; first they entered the western draw-
knot' an.1 the Cupids a-sd. eee "Ise my ing rooms they felt as though they
velentiee" sere*. in which 'heart and i were visiting sale bazaar'. To tell
Oar. sod dove and love are inevitable. the trnfle they imagine us to be
twit:114c never will be lartino etio.i rather vulgar in displaying all of our
ee-the:. Tint they are not the leaders furniture at one and the sante 
time.
of •he velentine season. "There are other curious things
Tios books hobt the first oiler —0,11.4 done there front our point of view
is. ;I' an eseention is made of tile: which the Japanese can easily defend
rano.% r„ against our criticism. The carpenter'
valcrone eift. neel the floteers. which ;n sawing pushes the saw away in-
arc the lies; valentine of all stead of drawing it to him, 
and in
: that way keeps the line always in
Big Hawk Killed. view. In using a plane he 
does the
• Slaughtersville. Ky., Fels 13. same for the same 
reason. Of course
very large hawk was killed a few days In reading they 
begin at the bottom
ago. 'On Saturday tnornihg Mr. L. P. of the page 
and read up. which so far
Hotter:wad saw a large hawk sitting on' as I can find. 
out is simply the result
a tree between 'his house and W. C.' of long 
custim.' —Washtngton Post.
Jones'. Getting on a horse he rode to
his neighbor's and procured this-gun; FOR 
PUBLICITY
riding hack to within shooting tic- 
OF TESTIMONY.
tance he fired, bringing the bird to the
ground." ,The hawk measured 45 3-4
inches from tip to tip of his wings
and was perhaps the largest one ever
killed in this section. He was so old
his hill was wont blunt. Mr. D. NV.
Rowland kept a steel trap setting sev-
eral weeks to catch hint. a= Ite was
very bad :liter grown chickens in this
vicinity.
Detachable Soles and Heels.
Rhode Island Clergymen See Moral
Lesson in Thaw Trial.
Newport, R. Is Feb. 13.—On the
ground that failure to make public ll
the testimony in the trial of Harry
K. Thaw would mean to losethe ef-
fect of the greatest moral lesson of
the age the evangelical ministers of
the state yesterday went on record
• unanimously as favoring all the pub-
Betty possible concerning the trial.
The latest thing ip shots is a de- ,
tachable !sole and heels. so that es cry ! A woman..instinct mal-es good,a
ir an may Income his own shoemaker. ("ften as her judgment
•01,""r11111
************************** I
(By Justice David J. Brewer.)
The United States If America is
the marvel of the ages, the giant of
the nations. Not three centuries have
passed since thE first English colony
was established with its limits. To-
day it is the peaceful home of 80,-
000,000 of freemen dwelling between
• the two oceans. Not merely in popu-
lation, but in resources, wealth, in-
telligence, culture and achievement it
challenges the admiration of all.
Taken in its entirety. its phenomenal
development is unequaled. We have
done and are doing great things. in a
short time. The significant, impres-
sive fact is size, magnitude.
Excluding our island possessions
we have 3,300,000,000 acres of land.
"Uncle Sam is rich enough to give all
a farm," involves no stretch of the
imagination. Railroads, the mystic
arteries of commerce, abound here as
nowhere else. Our railroad mileage
is 21400coo miles, nearly as much as
that of all the world beside. The
capital invested is $13,000,o0o,000.
The service the past year required
46,000 locomotives, 40.000 passenger
coaches, t.7oo,000 freight cars and
mo.000 employes. They succeeded in
killing- moon people and injuring
R5,000 more.
Think a moment of the nation itself
With an at mightier than the ax of
Richard the Lion Hearted, it is pro.
nosing to cleave two continents asun-
der, and as the waters of the Atlantic
and the Pacific kiss each other in the
Parla1113, canal there will he a larger
fulfillment of the dream of Columbus
of a hirhwav to the orient. Its post-
office business amounts to $toma:toe
000 a year. It pays out $140,000,000
a year for pensions.
Do I err when I 'ay that size is
one of time obvious facts in our MI -
tional life? Is it strange that at
C'. cry comity fair we look for the
largest steer, the fattest hog, the big-
gest potatoes, the longest ear of corn?
Is it a wonder that we pay prizes for
the family with the most children.
noint witty Pride to the mother eith
twins and tr•olets. and theu jot fear
that N e shall no: grow fast enough,
sikeleolie sech year to our shores a
million of immigrants? On all sides
is a vision of cocaine's. Nfagnitude
item-clot* us •u esery direction.
e have $3.c00000.000 invested in .
inirinir. $2. comma) ono invested in
agriculture. tirtooin mannfact tiring e•-
•nhlishtneitt• with Sio.ouo.coomoo capi-
tal.
Thcoe respogsible 16r an the great-
ne.• of this country must answer fur-
tlar emestions hefore our same to the
world anti before the world can be
neterfnined. The real qqe•tion is.
Which Wale 44 the country looking?
Caron Directory Company
Of- Louisville, Kentucky
Branch Office in Paducah a The
REGISTER OFFICE
For the Convenience of our patrons and the citizens of Paducah!, we
bare placed copies of the directories u f the cities named below Iii the imam
log Regjoter office at 523 Broadway, where the public is invitsd)a4d1
when desiring the address of any resident of the cities named.
THE SIXTY CITIES CONTAIN
OVER 13,000,090 INHABITANTS
ONE-SIXTH OF THE POPULATION OF THE
STATE&


































































Register Office, 523 Broadway
11•110. 
'car: 11:V.,• I. ,..v.1,k1iv.iirs! .1. 4.1“
-61% mu: grows to conekkrehle sire
If the depoont i reiroeed. atnotiter
What :re the ideals anti the instiira- • f.v•Itis without the passage of further
t:11116 el this nation? le this rettiub'er i ereent. No growth octets in an at•
aerkinit only material develemmelll• *niesphere ti liyilroe• re arid very little
.•ettroatioe ard narade, or is it horiv-
higher life which shall
the nation and the
for the




For testing the power of lamps a
Mena-nee optician has devised a novel
photometer based upon the %ailing
electrical resistance of selenium under
different illumination. The apparatu-
includes two mirrors lighted respect-
ively by a standard lamp and the
lamp ri be tested, while a selenium
cell rapidly oscillating between two
given positions is alternately- lighted
by either. The electric oscillations
set up arc shown by an ammeter. One
lame is moved until these oscillation,
cease, and the respective distances
from the photometer will then Frivol
according to a oeIT-known rule, the
light intensity of the lamp under test
as compared with that of the stand-
ard lamp
The automobile has been con-
demned for the surgeon for two rea-
eon"—that, if he drives the machine
himself, it causes trembling of the
ham's, and that the apparatus roust
contaminate the bands with the germs
of street duet. Dr. Fleux, of Bor-
deaux, dismisses both of these indict-
ments. The trembling of the hands
occurs only in men of such high-
strung nervous temperament as to be
unfitted for operatine at all, and tests
of the dust under the hood of an au-
tomobile showed no micro-oraanisms
of any Lind. The heat of the motor
actually deetreee the ,i-tiereihes- in the
dust clouds, so that, instead of scat-
tering disease, the machine really .di•-
infects the road.
• A recent ineesqostion show- that
the deaths of ewo children on a Rhine
boat were due to the cargo of ferro-
cilicon. For two or three days the
children occupied a cabin directly
over the hold where the kegs of iron
were placed, and they were poisoned
by phosphuretted hydrocen evolved
front seme ion-trite—probably calcium
phosPhide Within the last six months
several other sudden deaths have oc- ter talking a few minutes one
curred on Rhine boats carrying ferro- remarked to the other:
silicon. - . "Well, I guess it is about time to
• begin operations." at which he drewVaughton. a British experi- .
, a revolver front his pocket, Ilia palmenterer. A drawn-nut capillary tune
. doing the same.contains a olobule of mercury, and is
placed yertirally a fraction of an inch
aboty allitninun: plate. The mer-
cury and tlie altionnum act respect-
ively as anode and cathede, between
which electeic sparks are passed. AS
the anarks pass, a circular crates of
nearly pure alumina in the form of a
in exegete The alumina produced
hat the remarkable property of acting
en a phoiloaraphic plate. even throttels
celluloid. .% suggested txplanation is
that et,. sparking form. an amalgam
through: the spraying of mercury on
the plate. and this dec.noposed by
atmospheric moisture, depositing tlu-
alumina and setting free the mercar).
which is ready to repent the procce•
'flu- photographic action is that often
eloerved wben hydrogen peroxide is
:•-c el need
Certain moth larvae hiving in pines
ie parts c f France have been seen
marchipg in single tile, the leader
spinning a thread, to which each fol-
lower and!, and one of these singular
proce•sion• notked last April near
Aracho.i included ILI individuals. The
processions are formed at night as the
larvae leave their netts to iced on
young feaece and in the slay when
they deacend to burrow in the 'and
and palm to the pupa stage
The New floating dockyard of the
British adtrAralty is a special vessel
suggested by a trial of an obsolete
cruiser as a temporary repair ship.
The new vessel, of limo tons. is 450
tort long. 55 feet beam and 40 feet
deep, and carries a crew of ;ton skilled
artisans. 'The fittings include foun-
dries, forges, boring- machines and
powerful overhead cranes, all driven
by electricity, making it possible to




Hold Inmates of House Prisoners
Untill a Train Arrives.
••••••1•••••••••••••
Ypsiiami. Mich.. Feb. 13.—Mrs.
I. Bush. proprietress; of a rooming
house oprioaite the Michigan Central
depot. was viaited by two le•td-itp
men, avlui. at the muzzles of revol-
vers. compelled her to -turn over to
them jewelry and. money to the
amount of jr,065 and then escaped.
Abolit 2 o'clock the robbers called
at the Mouse and asked for lodging




'While one covered the woman the
other started to ransack the :house,
securing $os in money. _One of two
young women in the house was nwako
cued and joined Mrs. Bush in the
(oriole Then the two robbers coin
pcl!cd the women to go to Mrs
f i/v•111 J.. I i )CU Ofy at
them. Badly high...tufa Mrs tinsit
witted viecr to the robbers Eiliatnosed
stags, pins. earrings 6n.! iii ht-tew-
vie,. vanled at shorn $11.000.
'nether ifirl in rime house learning
t.hat was going on, slipped h• r dia
ei:4sd rings from her fingers and had
them ender a ens. These anti two
geld watches escaped the clutchel
el the robber.
After securing the jewelry the
thieves compelled the women to re-
turn t parlor and there they held
them until an eastbound train arrise.l
men tan frost the buten: mind
;limped aboard the train and were
•
gone before the - SIU1114.11 had time to
glee the alarm.
Soon after arriving at the house
the robbers tore the telephone off
tin; ival preventing emmitnication
with the police that way. As Woe
as the police were informed they a!
once notified the Iktroit police of the
robbery and telegraphed other cities •






-"That I ehoulil hay c all he left
after the paymentof his just debts."
eAhl very good of the old man,
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I BY IL Z. KISZR.
I
"Robert," said Mrs. Faddlewaite, "I
—I—"
"What's the trouble." he asked.
I "I hope you won't think tin extrao
allot. and 1 know it .1* so hard for
YOU to scrape up money enough to pay
the horrid bills that always come along
about the first of the month. but I
steeply must have $20."
"invent—say, Mabel, what do you
*Mak I am—the eon-in-law of some
Ilfe Insurance president? You might
as Well ask me for twenty millions Do
you know that our expenses for last
month were $69 more than my sal-
ary? If you are acquallead with any-
body who can tall we how to make
*ads meet when things are going that
way bring them around and I'll pay
tam well for his time. What do you
resat $20 herr
"Oh, never mind, old Mr. Compete-b.
• I'll get along without It some way
j know that I'm net worth half what
X east you, and—sad I'm going to take
up steogrepby or music or be a earls-
ilea Science healer or something, eo
that I will be able to earn money and
...lied not always be such as expense
IS Taa. It must be au—just terrible
ter a man to have to give up sorry
thlog for a woman he doeaa't love
whim be telgat have so mu di if be bad
bovor married ber, and—"
'There Mt* girl what's the use of
daildlag that way? You know I'd be
The happiest man is the world If I
erode pile bundles of money at yew
lest every morning and give you the
IIII4lrftege of doing what yen liked wick
M. Rut really you know, I dela i
elagset to be called as for any more es
Seth for a few weeks and had it all
figured out as that I'd be Wet about
able to start in even meet month. 01
mans I esa give you the mossy if
pea absolutely seed It but—'
"Oh if there are to be any buts
plow don't my anything more about
It. i appreciate Toter Madness, dear
P e and I now that you have • oenerous
&attire, and it most be awful selfiell of
ass go leave you to practios all the salt
dewed. Never mind. I'll get along with-
out et. I will &ow you that I ens be
begra, even 11 I am manly a useless ez-
gall. to yoa.-
"Harrale Now It. be so pleasant
Ille IN to go away to work and keep
Shifting all day of our joyful parting
Jag Imagine me whistling gayly at my
awk im I remember that IOUs old $21.•
aad the look you gave me as you tole
gee you'd get along without It. la my
leslad's eye I can see eyebolt calmly amok
tog my cigar after lunch and thinking.
us I watch (be rings curl upward, of you
lore. radiantly happy because of your
4 solie saertOce. Oh. yes! But (owe on,
II deer. let's ad quarrel over a little
0 Moat y Of course you can have it. What
• 1 earning stionee for if It isn't to
ICC you happiness? And please doneany more about doing things for
am purpose of earning cmt yourself
'Woo ears It es it Is. Your Wee is worth
• . • thousand times what—"
I
"Deareet." she erica prtInng his fare
down to hers, "forgive me for saying
what I did. You know I appreciate your
getssroeity. don't you? Ah. if you could
Old, /crew bow lorg the hours seem
when you are not with me! And I
aeoldset love or admire yeti more that
I do if you were so rich that yon could
bay evorythlog John D. has and turn
hint out of house erre home. Have you
the money with you or shall I have to
net a die( k cashed?"' .
'Here it is. What are you going to
buy?"
-Wier. you se*. 1 beard from Mies
Westcott. tbe dressmaker. yesterday
and she can come to me three days this
week, so : 51)111 has le get smoothies
for her to renke op."
"But I thoeght on mid the other dee
that you had all the slothee youweie
going to need for awhile?"
"Yee. I have. only Miss Weetcret has
(liege three eayr that sbe earl glee me."
"I ain't lice why you shone: feel that
you are obleted to hire her %Imply be-
muse elle has three days for which she
lint Peered."
"I'm not, yon dear ell goose, hut you
, me if I don't take her Mrs. Worthing-
ton, who a ̂Taut to get her, will Mae
.lier over tha e and nail out about ell the
things I've had retraee and the lace rem
slants and—and--everything, you
. know.
"Well, but why eboald you care. as
Ieng as your clothes f.t well and look
doe and are last al; nom" as if they had
wet dve or six times as much as they
did r
-oh, dear!" en^ . iche.!. as see sat
• 4 theirs clutching Ile motte • after ee ..t....4 1
ollae. "I wonder how men, being se







• /I As an illustration or carrying military
eiscIpline too far; tale story is told by
Chen. Nelson A. Mlles: "There wee a cer-
Utin colonel who, in the middle of r. cane
puign s,ti..e.1 sell a eutidan ardos
about hygiene. Ile ordered that all his
men change their alerts at once. Thli
order was duly carrred our, except it
the case of one oemptiny, where the pre
vates' wardrobes had been sadly de
plated. The captain of this rtorapany
formed the colonel that none of his men
r you'd change their shirts, since thev
had only one apiece. The colonel he••
' titled a moment, then said, firmly:
tiers must be obeyed. Let the vial





"Loire to ml,," itCUA. advice Levee
•to Ms impils by Prof. Frank J. Millet
of the Uneveraity of Chicago. Mow
hjellirg gentite..-to nowadays do lean
' to Mix, but tae trouble Li that that
*Ulu too Offea is dins with drifts
°Him" Was No Dago Because He Had
Some Uncles Who Wera
iteepsa.
There might Le room for argument I
over the proposition that the trade ot
profession makes the man; but in Cer-
tain cases there could be no doubt
about the relation of calling and ex- ,
traction, says Youth's Companion. I
A worker among the children of
New York's slums was endeavoring to
get together a class of boys for the
sluing teacher la her settlement I
Happening upon a little boy hanging
about a corner fruit stand, the settle-
ment worker accosted him, and ex-
plaining about the tease, asked him It
he would not like to hole. The child
grinned and seemed willing.
Than the lady espied another bol,
still smaller, whom !Ite had not reo-
tiosd at Vitt He. too, was hanglas
about the' fruit stead, and evidently
belonged with the other.
"Oh, and your little tries/ there."
she said, pleamnay, "wouldn't be like
to some and slug, text?"
The first child's coloring spoke lo-
dlepotably of Italy. although hts rpm*
attacked of the Bowery. The meld
bay's hair was also dark. When so
rooks came to her question, the lady
went on talking, trying to ingratiate
beessif.
'Tear Woad is Italian, too' she re
marked, toterrogatively.
At Me the little Italian stared hare
at fts lady, them broke into threat
opmeh.
"HMO be ezetainsed, pointing to the
smalier Wit, "him a dap?" Vim
with a derisive laugh, "I rasa sit'
Vey, lines got three sacks er011
engel"
SHE OWNED A PIANO.
But Posseadon ef It Did Not Weigle
Against Her Chances
ter Belief.
• little girl at a recent Christmas
entertainment In one of the college set
tlemeuts talked grandly to vedette
about "our phew)" Ple-es played ox
tbe Masco to amuse the children eve
dont', brought the subject to bee
Wad. relates the New York Sun.
One very practical women who con
tributes much to the supnort of th•
settlement heard the child's remarks
"It seems to me," she salti. 'label
censoriously to the head worker, 'obitt
a cbild whose flintily owns a plane
Isn't really suffering for need of help
There are plenty who are really Is
need. and I don't thiak It right tt
exclude them in hoer of one wile
owns a piano '
Seeking cog the ebed. the hese
worker questiontet tier closely.
"Did you say you had a piano al
vier Dense" she asked.
"Yes, indeed." responded the
cheerfully.
"Is it yours or your mother's?"
'It's mine, Santa Clete+ braught II
to me last year."
Light begat to dawn on the settle
went worker's brain.
"And bow large Is your piano- -as
big se that?" pointing to the upright
In the rocese
"Oh, no, mine I. a teenty weenty
bet of • rose, Part abort se high," and
tbe little girl leaned down and meaa
seed a distanoe of 12 or 15 inches
from the floor.
it tarnel out to be a child's padre
presented by the settlement itself a
year previously.
TaWN SAVED BY FORES r.
Tier, Hare Been Instances Wherein
Ylantirg of Trees Ilas Done
the Work
Baby forests are genie of Untie
Sam's pets. Successful forest planting
has been dove for some erne in Nebratt
he, and now a new nursery Is being
planted In California near Santa Bar-
bara. Seeds of trees suited to the ell
mate there will be grown and in &bete
two years the seedlings will be ready
to be transplanted to their permanent
locations. The upper water abed of
the Santa Ynes river now Is quite bees
or sparsely covered with chaparral
This is the water shed which supplier
the town of Santa Barbara with water.
and It will be the first scene of attempt
at reforesting. Good forest growth 3
cadential both to preserve the water
and to avoid the washing down of silt
If unchecked this would ruin the res
ervoir. The enterprise is one phase et
the national endeavor to induce and le
conserve the rainfall as well as to da
tribute the resulting water by (no irrt
gation work. Italian in !ration hei
bean termed the most economical in
utilizing water supply, and the most
highly developed gystern of admires-
trative centre!. India's eysIem is sild
to illustrate examples of irrigation on
the largest scale, and America's yielett
the most rapid deevlopnient.
Buffalo in Hew York.
New York city has In Its zoological
garden a herd of 35 blew:is, survivors
of the herds that once trampled the
plains. Fifteen have been offered to
the United States government as a
gift. The plan is to put them in the
Wichita Forest reeerve. Bisons do not
thrive In a city perk, but the govern-
ment herds nearer to a wild state are
Increasing. The American Loretto may
be saved from extinction, after all.
In the Crowded Car,
'There's one thing I notice about Mr
Sulfise.h when he rideee' said the
homey girl, "he bounces up and down
In his seat—"
"Ruhr Interrupted the observant
girl. "wl.enewer I see him riding be
jset bossism doves In his mat sad
hides behind tie aewepapert."—Pthille
&debit Privet.
tiow One aB•auty ant. lempet
Bo Iffaintseeee in mute of the
irust auci lore
Even more tessartaut than a k. owl
age of how to sear well groomed
"hen at aotue Is ate uuuersateuins
tow to make tee oust of oueeelt time
oiveting, it Lu at such a wile as tht
eaI even mote care man ugual us
ellearie tor suet wan oust end stein
tad perspiration the aveiage wean*.
owl loser all claims to beauty. Lace
.1 preper sleep t else tette ad aid te
‘.eie already ems list of discomrorte,
and it.,. uraess my lady is leaoy -way
lever, she Is apt to discover that shy
.•eseriables nothing even approachine
eood looks when she alighte from the
rain to ereet tier loving though crite
al friends.
Much of the mortification attendant
ApOD such a coaditiou could be avoidee
uy the expenditure of just • little
um effort. For luetance, a anal cam
should be included in the Um of tame
sities, and this should contain six or
eight wide-mouthed bottles in which
'.he creams, powder and lotions may
ee carried.. If the journey is to be a
long one, the lonons may be carried in
• concentrated form and used by add-
ing an extra amount of water on the
train.
Of course It goes without saying the'
the wise woman of to-day is sufeciently
Informed to avoid the use of soap and
water entirely for the purpose of clean-
ins bet face at such times. True
grime and tiny bits of coal and ctn.
tern will fly about and Imbed them-
'elves in the akin in the most dellb-
elataand tantalizing faslalow and mate
ally the first impulse of the afflicted
one is to vanish in the direction ot
.tie lavatory for the purpose of mace-
leg these disfiguring additions. Co
turtunately. however, the use of so
much scrubbing and rubbing only
serves to irritate the skin, makes the
*are tender and thus renders it impoe
tails to keep the complexion in any-
thing like a eleasing eontleion.
The use the lettuce cream for
:lemming has been so Wien descnbal
Witt it will not be necessary to repeat
Las description, but there are other
methods with which the readers are
‘o; so familiar, and one of these is in
he use of pure almond meal mixed
with a simple solution, the formula ter
slakes has often appeared before. This
oinedy is made by adding to six ounees
if rose water the juice of one lemon,
toe dram of borax, and one-half dram
if glycerin. A few drops of tincture of
eenzoin way also be added if desired
It is employed by mixing It with the
timond meal into a thin paste, and
Lon spreading it carefully over tee
are and neck and allowing it to remain
or • few moments. This can easily
Is arranged even when traveling by
Irst of all cleansing the face with the
lettuce cream eel then applying the
taste, and allowing it to remain while
the greater pert of the toilet Is Wins
sompleted. This paste may then be
cashed off carefully. • good powdei
lusted as, and the skin will look as
refreshed and Improved as though a
(nod masseuse had been impeach:1g ef
Orli upon it.
For these who have not the patience
o experiment with the paste and who
ersist in frequent ablutions, the al-
ThOlid meal Itself, sprinkled in the ya-
w, will be found to be excellent Is
Awe of soap.
BAMBOO FERN STAND.
IS Is Lastly Constructed and Makes
an Attractive Rustic Ornament
for the House.
This a an easilyesonstrueted steal
hat cogs but very little. It may he
made either of bambor. or rustle
aranehes. The bamboo can be bought
tt almost any oil said color dealer**
sad at most furnishing warehouses
three lengths of suitable beIght are
CAN BE MADE AT immr.
required. awl two circular pieces of
wood. Holes must be burnt in the
bamboo, then long brass screws are
cased Into the holes and screwed into
the wood. The wood should be stained
er painted, and the edge, if liked. may
be finished with fancy gimp, fixed on
by tacks.
When Gentleman Precedes.
At the theater the gentleman pre
:edge the lady and stands at the en.
trance to their seats to allow her to
pass in tIrst. The same at church. The
gentleman takes the lead also in leav-
ing. He will aatist the lady in putting
en her wraps before he puts on his
Awn overcoat.
With Large Hips.
The womaa with the large bdpe
should have her long coat *Imo.
straight under its Mali hi Sotto* tie
interesting Tricks That Are Per-
formed with a Talking
Machine.
Some Interesting an" "musing
"aunts- that may be performed with
a talking machine, graphophone of
phonograph are described. In addi-
tion to the machine itself, says the
Scientific American. The author notes,
a recorder and a few blank records
Win JO needed. The first trick, which
he names the "Speech by Tom
Thumb," is thus performed:
"The machine must be speeded up
as high as possible, and an announce-
ment recorded on a blank in • d.cp,
&DWI voice. The machine should be
quickly mowed down to eighty revolu-
tions per minute, and the slatech or
monologue recorded at that speed,
care being taken to articulate dis-
tinctly. When the blank is full and
reproducer usay be substituted kin the
recorder, and the macathe be brought
op again to high speed at which the
anseanconient was made. When the
mooed is reproduced at this speed tne
the remelt will be the load voice of
the announcement, followed by a rap-
id. pinched-up little voice making the
modish.
The second aka described is the
reproduction of a whistling duet, in
watch both parts are performed by
the same porsoa. This is elected as
Sollows:
'Pet in it blank, and after the speed
Is at about 140 revolutlass whistle
same populisr piece of which yoo
know the second part. When the
mord is full set the noon:tor back
So the beginning *gala without stop-
ping the machine. Whoa the record-
ist. points gets to the oosamencement
of the pies.. the first part will sound
faintly 113 the recorder, thus epilog
the cue and the pitch for the second.
which should be recorded not quite so
loudly as the first.
"Several modifications of this ex-
periment well suggest themselves. The
Ora may not be perfectly successful,
but that need not be considered s
drawback, as a spoiled record can be
easily cloanem with a rag and a little
kerosene. The rubbing should be
lengthwise of the cylinder till the lines
are all removed, after which a soft
cloth ht wrapped around the mord
to give a polish. Hard or mad-mold-
ed records may also be cleaned in this
way, which fart suggests soother
amusing trick.
"This will call for two records,
preferably talking selections, wideh
are exact duplicates. One of theitel$
'doctored' by cleaning of the LaMar
half, the rest being protected by •
piece of writing paper wrapped around
and secured by an elastic band. Os
this blank space various remarks
should be recorded, which should be
very different from those originally
ther!. The goat record is to bee
played through first. While saying
that you will repeat it the secood
one is quickly substituted in the ma-
chine, and, of course, starts of exact-
17 like the first one. When the 'do•
tored' portion a reached, however.
a Gunge will 'be noticed, but cannot
be accounted for by the hearers.
"By taking two records of entirely
different character, cutting each to
two, and putting on a half of one and
a half of the other, we can often jump
from the sublime to the ridiculous by
quickly dipping the reproducer across
the gap from one to the other. With
care the thinner half one of these
recorela may be slipped halfway on,
In a reversed position, an'] when made
to run true will produce everythind
backward. A curious thing about
such records Is that the voice one
hears In the proper direction is in-
stantly recognised when reversed, but
Is, of course, unintelligible."
Truth About Hoonahiners.
Novelists who have written about
moonshiners have cast about them a
glamor that is not real. We are led
to infer from works of fiction, says the
St. Louis Ceobe-Deneocrat, that the
moonshiner makes whisky and refuses
to pay tax on It purely on principle.
He does it to shoo that he has a free
Ind untrammeled soul, according to
the writers. And he is always possesa
el of a pretty daughter. As a matter
of face the moonshiner makes whisky
and level& the tax for revenue *My
and his daughter is a "fright" Tao
whisky, too, is atrocious. The oleo
margerine-maker is a skier person than
the moonshiner; he Is not so averse to
water that he never takes a bath and
he does not regard murder 141 a pas-
time. So we would commend him to
our writers of .omance as a worthier
subject than his mountaineer proto-
type. He is more accessible avid safer
and in time can be made a picturesque
forbri.
Smokeless Pipes.
It would scarcely appear that a fac-
tory could build up a profitable trade
In pipes which could not be smoked
under any circoaastances through the
tact that the stems were made solid
thstead of hollow, but there is a fao
tory in England which makes thou-
steads of gross yearly. They are sold
to the shooting galleries, where a pipe
bid always aeon found one of the
Okeligest and at the same time meet
elleitectory targets. One shrewd pet•
NS found that be could make the
goods cheaply by not piercing file
Aetna and practically occupies that
Geld all by himself.
The Ways of Xen.
I Few doctors are willing to take
their own medicine; when a lawyer
gets into trouble he hastens to hire
an attorney, and it Is hard for pacts
.2 to admire an artist who paha.own portrait—ChIc_ago Bathed
BY MARY BIEWENSTOCK.
We trudged our way through tht
narrow Ghetto streets on the afternoos
of a sultry day until we reached our Cho
der, which was a dingy apartment is
a tenement house. We were very rest-
less and boisterous. bat our Rabbi Jo-
seph did not check our noise as he gen-
erally did. His thoughts seemed too far
away. I looked at him closely, for his
preoccupied air always made me won-
der what his past life bad been.
Lie was about 00 years of age- Peet
erty must have been his corstant com-
panion, because furrows of care were
on his broad wrinkled forehead. His
eyes peered out of their sockets as if
they implored pity, and were now and
then raised in priyer to the Heaven',
feather. On the side of his ears hung
tele earlocke, according to oriental
fashion. His beard was long and
hoary. mu shoulders were so bent and
!tweed the he seemed to have borne the
yoke and persecution of his race for cen-
turies. A large Ilebrew book lay open
bufore him, as if the very leaves spoke
to him and revealed the powers and
splendors of the Almighty. Although he
was poor, we boys always revered hint
for his age and ancient learning.
Then we seated ourselves upon a large
wooden bench, which creaked under us
Moses, who sat next to me, pricked nit
feet with a pis under the table. This
made me howl, and I vowed that whee
we were dismissed I would repay him
with interest.
-She!" said rabbi, In his deep, govern
trig voice, "it you promise to be good
will tell you a store afterward."
This made us quiet soon enough, for
we always delighted in the stories ol
.ur past. glories. Yet I must say that
eerhaps we thought more of the coui
.ng story than of our prayer. Then, la
the Hebrew singsong, we began to re
cite a psalm with real vigor. Our heads
*book, our feet swung, and, to complete
'he noise, the bench creaked ter:ibly
When we bid finished Rabbi Joseph
vehaut as follows:
"You know it is sometimes a relied
7
u teurasell all.  that Ilea upsn one's heart
le cleared his voice and gatheres
"1 had wealthy parents and received
a good etlacation. My youth passed
away happily, fOr I knew no cares
When I was I= years old I married
"either, a good and beautiful maiden
-hie was the daughter of Rabbi Bea
Era. As pure as a lily woe hcr son.
Ob. Father, keep it within thy rare!"
Here he lifted up his hands and his
voice was full or passion, while two
tears ran down hie checks and lost
theraselves within the ringlets of his
beard.
We boys put our arms upon one an-
other's ahouldcrs and seemed to nestle
dose; to the speaker.
"Not long." be concluded, "was my
borne to be the source et comfort rot
the poor and homeless, for the czar 11
sued en edict expelling the 1,4.-brews of
'he villages. I hail to go where all my
erethren went, Into the gloomy ghettos
of a few large, overrrowded calm At
Vilna I suffered the woes of my people
I gave myself up to teaching by dee
sad I studied by night.
"One evening when I was at my
etudies in my humble dwelitng I felt
romforted that the Russians could not,
at least, take my Esther from me
Then, with a tremendous crash, the
doors were suddenly thrown open. axe
two drunken officers entered. They
thrust my wife aware and, seizing me
by the collar, they dragged me into the
cold, snowy streets. I board the
ecreams and shrieks of Esther. Oh!
I can hear them yet. They a ho dry
arid hollow within my heart.
"I was placed upon a wagoe, on
which I found many of my miserable
brethren. We afterward found ont that
•.he army wanted ioldiere, and this is
bow it got them. After a few days
,ourney we arrived at a village inhab-
ited by peasants. Each Man was given
to a peasant who did with him as be
liked
"1 had te wo; :e fr. .1 reoebeeak until
night. and ..:y :Jed s..or coarse brown
bread. I slept in the stable among the
foul straw in the winter, and in the at-
tic in the summer. If I did not please
my master I could be flogged to death
Who cared' My place would noon be
filled. Thus I passed some time, foe
this was a sort of preparatioft to enter
the army.
"At last I succeeded in escaping, and
I fled to this free country. Oh, you
who ace set young, take pride in this
land of freedom. If she does npt
quire you to die for her, then live for
her and make her glorious!"
The sun Wias &treacly declining and
silence reigned in the room.
"And your wife, your wife:" we re-
minded him. For answer he handed us
a newepatier. This is what we read:
"Esther, the daughter of Raba) Ben
Era, died at ellen. 'All feel her logs,
for she was like a grandmother to the
whole community. She hail lived a life
of unselflabinese and self-sacrifice. Sae
was an angel of the sick and the poor.
!hay her soul rest in peace."
"And there remains one thing for me
now," said Rabbi Joseph. "I too, want
to rest in peace. .If I could but tread
upon the land of my forefathers I
should be satisfied. Judah, oh, Judah!
bow long are thou to roam?"
Then his heal sank lower and Lover,
as if bowed down by grief and Flffer-
lug. The shadows of darkness crept
into the room and our rabbi seemed
unconscious of us. We quietly arose
and walked out of the dark room, leav-
ing our rabbi with head still bent.
forea.re Mores his pranks, and as
we walked along we sang the "Hattie
rah." When we reached our lames
the etreet lamps were already kindled
and a owl breeze was blowing - N. Y
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. AACTICA SURVEYOR
Ceunty Work a Specialty.







Practice an all the courts of tia
State. Both phones 31.
Rooms 1, 1, 3 and 4, Register Build-
ing 523 1-2 Broadway.
C. MANNING SEARS, M.O.




Rooms 5 and 6, Register Build to
$23 1-2 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.





H. T. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE 419 BROADWAY
TELEPHONES:




Round Trip to EVANSVILLE AND
RETURN, Continuous Passage. $ow :
Unlimited 'racket $5.00, meals an i
berth included.
ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO, party
of five or over, $z.50 each, withce •
meals: Saco with meals.
Good music on all the boats.. Fcr
further particulars see
S. A. FOWLER, Gen, Pass. Ageet
or GIVEN FOWLER, City Pass.
Agent. Phone 33.
J. C. Flournoy Cami1 Ran
FLOURNOY & REED
LAWYERSit




Room No. 5. Paduca i
Columbia Bldg. Rex:toxic.,
Old Phone 1992.
OLIVER, OLIVER & hicGREGOP.
LAWYERS 111
OFFICES: Benton, Ky.. rear Beni:
Marshall County; Paducah, K.!.
Rooln ii4. Fraternity Building. -
New Phone 1z4 Old Phone 454
R. T. LIGHTFOOT
Lawyer.
win Practice in all Courts of Ken
tucky.
DR. W. C. EUBANKS
(HorneOpathist)
Office 306 Broadway—Phone 120 '
Residence flto Broadway.
Phone '49-
One of the princesses of the Bur'
rnese court, a young woman not ye
twenty, is said to be the possessor o
the costliest dress in the world. It i
a court costtune and worn only ot
rare occasioro. It is stpdded witl.
jewel reputed to beworth in the ag-















$1.25 Box of 25






CUT FROM THEIR FRAMES.
Yost Sensational Art Burglary Since
the Theft of i876.
London, Feb. 13.—The most sen-
sational art burglary since 0:476, when
t;sinsborough's "The Duchess of De-
eonshir, now the property. of 7.
Pitrpout .Nforg2n, was stolen by an
American, Harry Raymond, occurred
at Charles Weartheimer's residence
ea Park Lane during last night.
• Several costly canvasses, including
is:times by Gainsborough and Rey-
voids, were cut out of their frames
end carried off. The two Gains-
boroughs and a Reynolds were worth
1i- 1ogether Woo°. So unekillful were
ile• pictie-es cut horn their frames
that they have been irretrievably
reined, esen if he should be recov-
st reed.
The thieves also secured a big haul
• Fighteenth century French snuff
boxes, miniatures. etc. They made
their exit from the front door aid,
teeir booty, which caused the alarm
bells to ring and aroused tbe house-
hold. The burglars, however, gat
assay before thc police could be !um-
14•011Cd. The property stolen is valu-
ed at Ste:ea:ice, in all
CONVERTED BY ELOPEMENT
B-degroom Deserts Gay Life and
Becomes Evangelist.
La Crosse:Wis.. Feb. le—Through
tie. influence oi his wife, exerted on
his honeymoon, Howard F. Stryker,
former member of the La Crosse
breseball team and traveling saics-
snare has turned evangelist and is
vow conducting a serks of revivals
•n southeastern Iowa. Stryker was
known as a man about town hercil
aiid his actions caused his wife. Miss
Eva Bennett, to secure a divorce on
statutory grounds. Stryker's mar-
riage to Miss Jessie Workman. his
yrtsent wife was an clopenee
Why We Say Hello.
Long, long ago wolves were minter-
ogs in all parts of the world, espe-
cially in England. Wolf-hunting was
a favorite sport with the gentry, and
to kill wolves was regarded as the
sacred duty of all Englishmen. In
'act, an old law reads: "All barons
mast hunt and chase wolf four times
a year." Preach was the language of
the court at that time, so the burley
old English hunters used the cry of
the French wolf-hunter. which was
'Au t lotto! Au lotto' (To the wolf).
These words hearit at a istance
ounded like "A lool" but the English
who always put II on wherever they
possibly can put it on the words "A
7em," ale] when wolf hunting "Halool"
• This form twe iise when we call
"Hello." as no word has been found
that carries so far or so well as hello.
'For Ili:, reason it is the accepted
forna of the telephone companies the
world over.--Washington Post.
.A Kentucky colonel who died of
.0 dropsy, provided in his will that the
doctor who could . discover how the
a nIter got into his system should he
r.aid $2.000. The Whshinigton Post
thinks the doctors will find they are
lup against a hopeless task.--Provi-
dence Enterprise.
CURIOUS ANTICS OF A HILL
LOCATED AT VALLEY
STATION.





JUDGE CROSS DISHED OUT A
HEAVY FINE FOR FIVE
OF THEM.
Walter Taylor Was Given Continu-
ance Until Febraury 25 of Ma-
licious Mischief Charge.
Mary Henderson, Annie Dixon,
Florence Dixon, Fannie Baker and
Gu_ssie NVhite. colors-4, were each
tined S20 and cosu by Judge Cross in
thepolice court yesterday morning,
while Mary Pendleton and Isabelle
Buckner were diemassed. All were
charged with engaging in a general
fight on Washington near Seventh
street Monday night.
Samuel Barker was fined tto and
costs for striking and beating Will
Hathaway, colored, several syctIca
ago.
Until I:chili:icy 25 was zentintied
the %%arrant charging Walter Taylor
with driving a sharp-pointed nail in
the banister at the Dixie mills. One
of the boy employes, Maple Aber-
nathy, slid down the banister and
snagged a hole in his abdomen.
For being drunk and dist:Itch:Hy
James Shower, was lined Si arta
costs.
Mrs. Jones was fined $to and costs
for disorderly conduct.
Dude Stone, colored, was dismissed
of the charge of stealing harness,
pants and overalls from Ed C. Eaker's
stable near Twelfth and Bernheim
avenue.
Captain Young Taylor was dis-
mored sunder. Mr. Metz was be- missed of the charge of striking Tom%
osieged on all sides by talcs of buried Idylett. wh works on the former's
itreasurt. 'and some of the rnre dry docks at the foot of Jefferson s ip 
credible urged him to dig on the aill- street.
side. believing that the eruption was
a sign Row Heaven to indicate where
the InCiant had hidden their fabled
gold. .
Mr. Metz told the *too of the 0:-
crreace yesterday.
"f jive on another farm, about a
mile and a half front where the oc-
currence took place, and so knew
nothing of it until the day following.
Before that, however. neighbors had
comnieuted on the fact that the snow
was melting around that particular
hill, and we exchanged %iews as to
the cause.
"Sunday morning we heard from an
excited passerby that the earth bad
been blown away there, and immed-
iately I went to investigate. I found
that on a hilltop some hundred yards
diatant, great heavy stones, blown
from the opposite peak. had lodged
ansong trees and carried them to the
grounds. When I reached the spot
where the explosion took place I dis-
covee_el that when the ground had
been torn assay it had carried earth,
stones and trees with it, and that the
land :ay open as though torn by
some great wound: Gases were com-
ing from it. and water later began
to bubble forth, though it did not
reach nitwit higer than the lever of
the ground.
"We noticed that a thin blue smoke
was hanging over the place, and it
Lad a peculiar odor, though later it
thinned and has now almost wholly
disappeared. The whole thing is
*strangr and mysterious, and nothing
like it ever happened before in that
locality, in which my family has lived
for sixty years.
"It could not have been a landslide.
for tile eruption took place on the
!top of a high hill. Whether it wasof gascons or volcanic origin I do not
know, but I shall have those who
arc hemmed along those lines investi-
gate, in order that we may deter-
mine iust what it is."
It is helieset:. from the fact that
on the farm of Green Miller, two
miles away from that Of Mr. lic1Z.
45.37 4 4.- •
One of ihe most extraordinary
natural phenomena that have excited
the superstitious and the scientifk
alike in this part of the cotmtry for
many years, took place last Saturday
night on the farm of Philip A. Metz,
near Valley Station, and about nine
miles from Louisville. Impelled by
a subterranean force of mysterious
the rocks and clay composing
the soil on the top of a 'hillside were
blown into the .air and hurled to an-
other hill leo yards away, leaving a
gaping chasm five feet deep. twelve
feet wide, and too yards long, says
the Herald.
The hole is shaped like an "1.,- and
from it is now bubbling forth a
stream of warm water containing
strange -gases and of peculiar appear-
ance. The soil about the place is
warm, es thottosh some volcanic forcts
were at work beneath All around the
snow was melted front the h•l:,i&•
before the final explosion, and the
whole countryside is aroused by the
event, which to many has a pertentous
aspect.
Hundreds of people went to the
spot Senday end Mosiday, and yes-
terday teams from miles around were
driven thither to investigate the rut-
Allowed Passage.
One of the most famous of Ameri-
can shipping lines in the palmy days
of our marine was the "Cope Line."
nthich ran between Philadelnhia and
Liverpool, says Ow author of
•ir s of Charles H. Cramp." . By this
-inc John Randolph, of Roanoke, de-
termined to go to. Russia, When he
had beet appointed minister to that
country by President Jackson.
.F.atering the office of the company
'ft- Philadelphia, he said to a clerk in
Vs• Oen!. grandiloquent manner:
' h'Sir, I wish to see Thomas P. Cope"
"1 am John Randolph, of Roanoke',"
he said. "I wish to take nassage to
Liverpool in (ufie of your ships."
e :Witt expecttd 'to be tendered a 1,082lhie ivas gries- s.ly .dislpnointerh. , ' '
r am Thetinas Cope," replied the
head of the line. "If thee goes aboard
the ship and selects' thy state-room.and will nay $r5o. thee may :.e,o "
, Our troubles don't -antottet to n,••••.1— . -AMES= ABE DI THE REGISTER -,--from tht• vice/went of our neigh-MID GET RESULTS. thors.' 1•••
gas was% discovered several years ago,
and since that time has been used for
domestic purposes. that the burst of
sudden energy on the hilltop was the
result of a well of gas breaking from
its earthy prison. HoWever, the ac-
companying phenomena, including the
smoke and the warm water, indicate
a more complicated cause, and sug-
gests either a geyser-like origin or
something akin to a volcano.
C. E Jennings has moved his Real
Estate and Insurance office from
Fraternity Building across the street
to lower floor of Trueheat Building,
No. 524 Broadway.
ELLS PRINCESS TO MOVE ON
Pol.cerrian Stops Kaiser's Daughter
From Aiding Injured Boy.
Lerlin. Feb. 13.—A little bo)
u.ider the hoofs of the horses at .
tached to the carriage of the you.
Princess Victoria Louise, daughter of f
Emperor William, while she v.as out•
diving at Potsdam toddy.
The child was run over and the
prnicess stopped the carnage. got oat
and was f.dllowing a person who was
carrying the child into a shop. she's
a policeman harshly ordered the prin.
esss to move on. As she looked up
in astonishment a servant told the
licernan that he hail been speaking
to the princess% and she was allowed
te take the child home in her car-
riage. The boy was not much hurt.
Department Store's Resources.
They are telling some remarkable
stories about the late William White-
ley, the originator of the department
store, at whose mighty London em-
porium you could buy anything from
a cambric needle to the shaft of an
Atlantic liner. says the Cleveland
Plain Dealer. here is one anecdote
with slight embellishments:
A man who had heard of White-
ley's resources entered the great store
one day.
"1 want to buy six trunks.." he said.
The clerkpicked up his order pad.
"Certainly, sir."
"With. elephants attached?" i•Withcett moving an extra muscle
the clerk wrote: "Six elephants with
trunks.' Then be looked- up inquir-
inglv. 441.
"Wilt- ro ke ta ta them with you. Or
bare a sent?" he asked. .
• And t 0 elephants were at the
luau's (loot\ when he reached home.





Declares the Rev. Anna Shaw—The
Syrians Are Ahead of Anastica.
Chicago, Feb. 13.The Rev, Anna
Shave, presich-nt of the American Wo-
man Suffrage association, which will
hold its annual convention in Chicago
this week, declared today that the suf-
frage cause had made less progress in
America during the last few years
than in any other enlightened country
"Even in Syria." .he said, "at the
foot of Mbunt Arrat the people are
awakening to the impOrtance of the
woman's suffrage movement. All over
the world this has been one of the
most promising years, but curiously
enough the least progress has been
made here in America."
The convention will open on Thins-
(lay and remain .its session for five
day.
Shopper—Do you break these sets?
Dealer—"No ma'am: your maid



















Mt. Cannel. 6.4 fairing
Nashville, 12.0 falling.
Pittsburg, 3.3 falling




The steamer Joe Wheeler skipped
cut yesterday for the Tennessee river.
going up as far as Chattanooga, Tenn.
The Dick Fowler skips out for
Cairo at It o'clock this morning anal
Comes back tonight about it o'clock.
The Joe Fowler comes in today
from Evansville and gets out at once
on her return that way.
The John S. Hopkins went to Ev-
ansville yesterday and returns here
tomor row.
The City of Memphis skipped out
for the Tennessee river yesterday and
comes back next Monday night
The steamer Kentucky cornice out
of the Tennessee river tonight and re-
mains acre at the wharf until five
o'clock Saturday afternoon before
skipping out on her return that way.
The Bottorff went to Nashville yes-
terday immediately after arriving here
from Clarksville. She returns here
next Sunday.
The Peters Lee should get here to-
night or tomorrow bound up from
Memphis to Cincinnati
The Georgia Lec left Cincinnati. yes
tcrday and reaches here Saturday en
route down to Memphis.
Second Engineer John Mills of the
City of Memphis has restgned his
place. 
his yesterday with Captain Randall
Pallowe in command.
The Mary Michael went to Mem-I
The Charles Turner departed for
the Tennessee river yesterday after
a lumber tow.
The \ionic Bauer is due with a tow
from the Cumberland river.
Third Clerk Henry Kopf of the
D.ek Itowler has taken a similar place
on the Joe Fowler.
T,I-e Reaper passed up before day-
;scht )fe•tt.....d..s WTI*. ' 1 e ,. • s're
44.-ealissaa.ippi 11%, r
o• (misty coal besot. •
third Clerk Kenit('i!) seierelao a •i
1:tt Memphis hes resigned and gooc
x the Peters !ay.
First Clerk Vous,. Connor, of tIn-
J*Uorti, resumed his dirties )ester-
day oil Slant steamer, having zetnrned
I, Jou raiatioree
Derlty United State• Marshal
WaJe Broun has been in charge of
the tritirine rooais of the Bottorff on
..;:eolirt of the regular man resign-
i tg, 41e went out on the steamer
MoaSay to help out omil another
3;3
i ROADWAY
PASSE$ POR LABOR LEADERS
Represeetative Latimer Introduces a
Bill Applying.t_o Railway Unions.
Washington, Feb. Ix—Represents-
'iv. f ••••fifier toda) intrisdreed a bill
;brut $1.1:4 otttrrs 1.1 organiza-
t;eins of railroad employes shat be.
permit travil at reduced rates
or on passes. The rate law provides
that railroad employes shall have that
privilege. hut the officers of em-
ployes' organizations cease such em-
ployment while in °Mee and there-
fore are debarred front riding on
passes. Mr. Lorimer says that these
provisions of the law work a hard-
ship upon the organizations, in which
tl.e otticers do a great deal of good.
His V.: is favored by the railway
lotions II action is to be secured on
the bill this session hard work re• olgiskeT 4444 procured. and yeatcr-
necessary, Mr. Lorimer sere andny on the boat getting back from
Clarksville, he stepped off, finding be DWI do what he can fort'.l 
I! a T.y papers here for him to serve ure
tight away.
$till a Mystery.
"Asti what is your new little toroth-
et's turner
'They haven't found out
Cleveland Plain Dealer
15.
Keeps Seam Senators Busy.
1 %% ashington Post. t
The truth of the matter is that en-
tirely toe many members nit'
ate are spending their time tirs, .
prevent someone from pulling their
seats out from under ittetr..
VALENTINES!!
COMICS, CELLULOID AND SILK NOVELTIES, postai cards
arid dainty Tittle remembrances for St Valentire's day. Come early
to secure choice selection.
We offer some especially fine values in postal card albums frort
-cc to $2.00.
D. E. WilsonM Book alMusic Man
At, Harbour's Departsuent. Store





West Kentucky Coal Co.
INCORPORATED.
Office and Elevator 2nd & Ohio
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